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CHAPTER I 
THE NEED FOR READING REMEDIATION ON THE COLLEGE LEVEL 
The Need As Seen At Gordon College 
PurDose of the study.-- This study is being conducted 
in an att empt to determine if reading remediation, when ad-
ministered to college students, will produce sufficient im-
provement in reading proficiency to a f fect an increase in 
academic achievement great enough to warrant the institution 
of remedial reading as a regular course of study. 
Conditions indicating a need.-- The need for such an 
experiment rises out a condition in Gordon College, which 
seems to be common a~ong college students on a nation-wide 
scale. Students are entering college well equipped scholas-
tically, and having adequate mental ability to indicate col-
lege success. However, when confronted with the amount of 
material to read, which is require d on the college level, it 
I 
1i · 
I! 
II 
I 
I 
II 
has been found that students do not achieve favorably in com- li 
li I 
parison to what their ability indicates. There are many 
f a ctor s which could be the cause of this, such as ~ emotional 
ano_ psychological disturbances, failure to adjust to college I 
li fe , or financial difficulties. However, it is believed that 
I inability to read at the proper grade level, inadequate speed, , 
and poor comprehension, are the basis of the trouble for many 11 
students. 
I 
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The results of a previous study 1 which ·was made at Gordon 
College of the test scores of entering students 1 indicate that 
about thirty-seven per cent showed a reading retardation of 
two years or more, but entered with satisfactory entrance 
requirements in every other respect. These same students 
had difficulty in maintaining satisfactory coll ege achieve-
ment, and a few fell by the wayside. Some students with a 
high I. Q. and low reading ability have not been able to do 
the typ e of work which should be expected of them on the 
basis of their mental ability. On the other hand, some other 
students with an I. Q. which wa s borderline, but with good 
reading ability, have been able to make better grades than 
the tormer group. The percentage of retarded readers is suf-
ficiently large to warrant the assumption that reading cti s-
abili ty could be a factor which causes failure to achieve at 
t h e exp ected level. 
On the ba sis of the need manifested at Gordon College, 
and the conviction that this condition could apply to all 
college students who have difficulty in college achievement, 
this study is being conducted. It proposes to determine 
whether or not an improvement in reading ability will produce 
an appreciable increase in scholastic achievement. 
Proposed Reading Remediation 
Selection of experimental group.-- The students select-
ed for the experiment were chosen on the basis of the results 
of t h e Iov.ra Silent Reading Test, Form Am, which v.ra s adminis;,. 
tered to each student upon entering the college. Only the 
tests of students who entered in the fall of 1948 and 1949 
were considered, thus making the study apply to those who are 
in t h eir first or second year at Gordon. This procedure vJas 
useQ becaue e of the fact that the upper-clas s students have 
had more time to make possible self-adjustment and correction 
of their handicap. Furthermore, the time left in their col-
le~e career is so short that any benefit accrued from such 
help would not be as profitable in their present situation 
a s it vmuld to the under-classmen, who have longer to apply it 
Fifty-five students revealed a retardation of two years 
or more . From this number two groups were established, one 
an _experimental group arid the other the control gnoup. The 
experimental group was formed on the basis of registration 
for the course in remedial reading, after letters had been 
s ent informing ea ch student of his ne ed and the purpose of 
the course. The control group was selected. from the rema ind-
er of the original number. This was done by pairing them · 
according to the Iowa scores, comparing scores that were as 
nea r to those of the experimental group as possible. Becau s e 
of t h e nature of the groups it was necessary to include a 
few v-.rho sho,.;'ed a retardation of only about one year. Al so, 
beca use more than half of the group enrolled for the course, 
it bec~me necessary to delimit each group to twenty-one 
students for actual study purposes, inasmuch as the number 
lef t for the control group was smaller. Following this, a 
course in remedial reading techniques 1,ras administered to 
the experimental group for one semester. 
Techniaues to be administered.-- In planning the ·course 
certain of the major t echniques of reading were included in 
the propoeed program of study. It was planned that at the 
beginning of the course the Cooperative C2T Reading Compre-
hension Te~t and the Ohio State Psychological Reading Test 
were to be given to determine what were the specific diffi-
culties of each student, and in what areas lay the greatest 
need. Classes for instruction were planned for two forty-five 
minute periods each week. 
Remedial instruction proposed was to include the follov.r-
ing ba sic reading skills. 
1. Finding the main idea of a paragraph 
2. Increasing the eye span 
3. Decreasing the number of fixations 
4. Increasing the speed of reading 
5. Vocabulary building 
6. Quick perception through the use of the 
Tachistoscope 
7. Paragraph patterns and organization 
8. Skimming 
9. SQ3R method of study 
Comprehension tests of the speed work \<Jere planned to 
check their comprehension, and vocabulary quizzes 1.vere to 
be given to encourage vocabulary building. The basic work-
book chosen was Better Work Habits by Rachel Salisbury 
Some 1.-J"ork 1...ras planned to be done in one of their textbooks 
i n order to promote a carry-over from their practice material 
to their study material . 
Heasurement of accomplishment.-- I n order to measure the 
progress made it was planned to administer the second form 
of the. Iowa Silent Reading Test, Form Bm, to both groups at 
the end of the semester.. Comparisons t·1ere to be made between 
the re sults of the two forms for both groups to measure the 
increase in the amount of improvement, if any, made by the 
exper5.mental group under guidance over that made by the con-
trol group without guidance. Furthermore, a comparison of 
the grade-point average s of each student at the beginning 
and end of the semester was planned, to discover if there was 
any increase in scholastic achievement. Further comparisons 
were to be made of the subtests on the Iowa Silent : Reading 
Test to determine whether or not greater improvement vias 
made by the experimental group in the areas of specific in-
struction than in the other areas, or that achieved by the 
control group in those ar eas . 
Assumptions a.nd Conclustons 
Assumntions made.-- The ass~~pt ion is made that reading 
remediation 1>lill produce a greater increase in reading abili t 
than that achieved by the unguided control group, and will 
1/ Rachel Salisbury, Better Work Habit s, Scott, Foresman and 
Corroany, New York, (c. 1932L 219 p. 
bring about a noticeable increase in achievement in the 
subject-matter courses of the experimental group. However, 
this assumption is made with the awareness that other factors 
may enter in to inhibit the progress made in reading , and 
affect a chievement which would be made otherwise. 
Su~mary and conclusions.-- In summary of the preceding 
step s some hypothetical conclusions and implications have 
b een r ee.ched . First, it is a necessary and fundamental f a ct 
tha t reading ability is a definite factor in college a chieve-
ment. Second, remediation can improve the reading ability 
to an appreciable degree. Third, achi~vement can be increa s-
ed by applying rea.ding remediation. The implications derived 
fro m this are that if there is greater improvement in read-
ing c:.bility as measured by the Iowa Silent Reading Test, and 
a marked grade improvement is shown by achi evement in grQde-
po i nts, then remedial reading is effect'ive and should be 
given as a regular course to those who manifest a need for 
it. 
, . 
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CHAPTER II · 
REVIEVl OF RESEARCH IN READING 
Fundamental Concepts of Reading 
Th e place of readinP.: in individual develoJ?ment.-- Read-
ing has come to be recognized furing late years as one of t he 
most i moortant factors in the devel opment ·of the tot a l man . 
- s cultural and social de velopment s have increased, so have 
come t h e demands upon the intellectual development of the 
commo n rna~. No longer is it enough for one to learn the 
ABC ' s and a few simple processes in arithmetic. He must 
be Rble to rea d and understand increas ingly difficult lang-
uage in order to communica te with his a ssocia tes and make a 
pla ce for h imself in society. 
Out of this increasingly complex development of man and 
his envi ronment has come the real i zation of the need of the · 
abi li ty to read with greater f acil ity and more adequate com-
prehension. An article in the EncycloJ?edia of Educational 
Research 1/ on the development of reading says that from 1911 
to 1920 t here was a period of transition and the beginning of 
broader interest in a scientif i c approach to reading. The 
emphasis turned to app1i cation of obj ective methocls to cl as s-
room problems. During 1914 and 1915 about two-thirds of the 
studie s related to the organization of standardized reading l/ \•Jal ter S. r'lonroe, ed_ J' Encyclopedia of Educational Research 
The !viacmillan Compe.ny, ew York, ( c. 1941), p. 892 
15 •1f: 
I 
te sts and the application of them. 
E. A. Betts says, in discussing the relation of reading 
to language, 
11 TN'i thout reasonable facility with r eading pro-
cesses, the pupil's educational progress is blocked; 
he is clen ied many recreational opportunit ies; his l ang-
uage handicap is lik~ly to be interpreted by teachers 
as mental retardation; his contemporaries may heap 
ridicule upon him in a most brutal fashion; the voca-
tional opportunities for 'tvhich he may be other1~rise 
qualified are \'!Ti thheld; and his ~.~rsonali ty develop-
went is likely to be distorted."~/ 
A. I. Gates gj asserts that school experience and 
scientific research have proYed the fact that good study 
habits in all other subject matter areas depend upon good 
reading habits. 
Hence , i'lle see that not only does experience inC:.ice.te tha t 
reading is a fundamental ability in need of development, but 
scientific research has corroborated this fact. 
Physical factors involved in reading.-- In the article 
in the Encyclopedia of Educational Research,Y visual, vocal 
and other bodily factors are considered . Erdmann, Dodge and 
others contend that one sees only when the eyes are fixated. 
This theory has been challenged . Scbmidt holds that there 
are several movements involved . He says that there a re 
horizonte.l and vertical movements. The horizontal movement 
1/ E. A. Betts, Foundations of Reading Instruction, American 
Book Company, N e1-1 York, (c. 1946) p . 69. · 
gj A. I. Gates, The Impro yement of Reading , The Macmillan 
Company, New York, 1946, ·657 p . 
3/ i1alter s . :Honroe, ed., Encyclopedia of Educational Resear 
The Madmillan Company, New York, (c. 1941), pp. 892-903 . 
11 ,, 
involves interfixation, refixation left or right, and the 
return svreep . Both eyes do not cover equal distances, but 
the lead eye passes over greater distance . There is a grad-
ual convergent movement and then a r api d movement of the eyes 
in a fixat ion opposite to the way it was going. There are 
several fixations and a small number of regressive movements 
to refixate or correct inacc·ur acies . The fir st pause is the 
longest ~nd the last pause is shortest . Tinker, in the same 
article says that there is 94. per cent of reading t ime i.s 
;?;i ven to .pauses ana. 6 per cent to fixations. 
In the vertical movements, there is a gradual movement 
upwai·d during the interfixations, and a vertical movement 
for the fixation . 
Vocal movements are involved even in silent reading. 
These a~ e manifested in movements of the tongue, movements 
i n the larynx or in the palate . More fluent readers use less 
vocalization. Sometimes poor readers move their head for-
ward and back, and shoulder movements are sometimes evident. 
Mental processes utilized.-- In reading the mind receives 
a mass of i mpre ssions which it organizes and arranges into 
a pattern , "which it is trained to work out 11 • The more fam-
iliar the material the fewer processes are involved. General 
context , total f orm and detailed parts of 1,mrds function in 
word recognition, according to the Encyclopedia of Education-
al Hesearch.l/ 
1/ vlalter S. Monroe, ed., Encycloi?edia of EducationP-=_._ 1::-::-~..::;;...::.=...;:;,;;;:;.;r 
The Hacmillan Company, New York, (c. 1941), pp. 892....: 
Development of Teaching Methods 
Early methods.-- Prior to the 1920 1 s reading was though t 
of as just another subject to be taught along with the other 
required ones for the first few years of school. It was 
thought of as a somewhat basic course 1<Vhich mtist be taught 
before the student could progress far in other subjects, but 
a.fter he acquired sufficient skill to satisfy certain reouire-
ments he was no longer required to take it. Emphasis was 
upon learning the A B C's, recognition of words according to 
syllables and then by sound, and ability to read orally . 
E. A. Betts 1/ says that prior to the 1920's reading 
went through the process from learning the ABC 1 s, word 
method, phonic method, sentence method to complete story 
method. Finally it was found necessary to combine the last 
two methods with phonics. 
He goes on to say further that in 1920 McDade advocated 
and used the silent reading method entirely. This method 
was preceded by oral instructions, and all other directions 
and situations which would bring meaning to the words were 
printed on cards. The teacher did not tell the mean of words 
to the pupils. Even room directions were given in print in 
order to increase their ability to analyze and detect new 
words. He advocated that no oral work should be introduced 
until ability in silent reading was established. 
1/ E. A. Betts, Foundations of Reading Instruction, American 
Book Company, New York, (c. 1946), 757 p. 
1 8 
Bond and Bond refer to several Qethods of teaching 
reading which are taught currently . However, some of them 
are adi11 i ttedly older methods, and are used rarely. One of 
these methods, whichcould be classed as an early method is 
one tY:Pe of i"lord recognition. I t is the letter-by-letter 
spelling method, and, a slight modification of this, the 
letter-by-letter sounding method. These methods have been 
discarded because word recognition is too slow and cumbersome. 
A second method which Bond and Bond reject is the phonic 
methocl, 1.vhere a word is analyzed and recognized by its indi vi 
ual sounds. They consider that this method is nonsense learn-
ing and., therefore, without meaning, ana. that it limits read.-
ing l ater on. It tends toward over -analysis of words in 
reading instead of recognizing them as whole words. 
Current methods.-- Since 1920 a new procedure has appear-
ed and become increasingly popular. It is the clinical 
method, where reading clinics are established in public 
schools, colleges and universitie s . Some of these are for 
the purpose of instructing teachers how to analyze the read-
ing problems of children, while others are for the purpose 
of administering corrective measures to retarded readers. 
One of the fifst procedure~ of this kind is what is 
commonly called the Fernald-Keller Approach.£/ In this 
a7nro a ch there are four steps, or stages. In the first stage 
1 Guy L. Bond, and Eva Bond, Teaching the Child to Read , The 
Macmillan Company, New York, 1949, 356 p. · 
2/ E. A. Betts, Foundations 
Book Company, New York, c . 
Instruction, American 
p. 
.,  
the teacher writes the word and the child traces it until he 
can 1:..rri te it 't'ITi thout looking at the copy,•· The word is used 
in a story to give it meaning . After a while the child is 
able to recogni~e th~ word through re-checks by means of 
flash cards, reading labels and stories. Stage two involves 
learning the word by seeing it in script, saying it, and 
then Hriting it without looking a t it. In the third stage 
he looks at printed words and writes them , and in the fourth 
stag e he is able to recognize words without writing them. 
This method is needed only with very few children, who need 
speci al guidance. The words are never pronounced orally, 
and they are written from memory as a whole woro. and not in 
part. 
Betts l/ describes t't>JO other approaches which. are used 
widely today . Bond and Bond describe the same techni ques . 
The first, and most widely used, method is the basal reader 
appro a ch, where a reac1ing-readiness book , two or three pre-
primers, and one or ti'io primers are used .. 'rhe children 
a re grouped according to reading readiness, and are allowed 
to pro gress from one level to another as fast as they gain 
ad.e !u ate ability to do so. 
The other approach which is u sed widely is the exper-
ience approach . This approach is based on actual experience 
activities tvhich are related to reading. 11 Reading readiness 
i s develop ed by language-type experience records, ••• and 
eA~ eri ence r ecords. The first books may be basal readers 
ln various subject-matter areas, such as science, social 
studies or trade books. 
Bond and Bond 2/ give, in addition to the other methods 
referred to, the completely oral method, and the totP.lly 
sil en t method. Their criticism of t he former is that it 
foriL s a rather fixed habit of vocaliza tion ivhich produces 
slow reading . It may cause emotional disturbances also , as 
a r e sult of embarrassment due to inability to read smoothly. 
Th e latter method is comparatively new and ha s not been used 
very extensively. It is based on the theory that it is as 
easy f or a child to understand symbols visually a s it is 
through sounding them vocally, and it does away with inner 
ver bali zation 1N"hich occurs as a result of learning to read 
silently through oral methods . Extensive use is macle of 
words and cUrections printed on cards . Its weakness is th8.t 
it c1oe s not u s e the language ability ""rhich has already been 
developed .• 
Causes of ReadJ. ng Dif f i·cul ties 
Classification of causes.-- The f actor s which form the 
ba sis of reading difficulties which a re encountered in second-
ary s chool s and colleges may be clas sed in three categories, 
namely physical, psychological or emo t ional, and instructional 
Physical conditions causing retardation.-- Many factors 
1/ E. A. Betts, Foundations of Reading Instruction, l~erican 
Book Company, (c. 1946), 757 p. 
gj G·uy L. Bond, and Eva Bond, Teaching the Child to Read, The 
Macmillan Co any, New York, 1949, 356 p . 
I 
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e . 
enter into the reading problem, and what may be attributed 
often times to low mentality of l ack of interest in the read-
ing situation may be due to physical conditions 't.,rhich have 
not been detected. Authorities in the field have stressed 
this fact in the literature, and various conditions have been 
discussed. 
Ruth Strang identifies them as visual conditions, fatis~ 
malnutrition, and illness, neurological conditions, auditory, 
speech and language factors. She says, 
11Although positive proof of the relation of these 
physical conditions to reading disability is not avail-
able, it is reasonable to suppose that they reduce the 
energy and attention whtch students give to reading. 
Physical impairment may have operated in earlier years 
to inf:j-~ence an individual's present reading perform-
ance. 11.=:./ 
Blair Ygives, in addition to the factors named above, 
left-handedness and mixed hand-eye dominance . He questions 
the validity of left-handedness as a cause, end says it is 
not particularly significant. Mixed hand-eye dominance in-
volves a condition where a person is right handed and left 
eyed, or v,ice versa , which results in cerebral confusion. He 
1 s somewhat uncertain about this also, but says that if a 
cha nge is made it will result in emotional tension. 
A. I. Gates 3/ further augments tne list with color-l/ Ruth Strang, Providing Special Heln to Retarded Readers, 
Forty-Seventh Yearbook of the National Society for the Study 
of Educa tion, The University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1948, 
P• 227. 
2/ Glenn Hyers Blair, Diagnostic and Remeo.ial Teaching, The 
M.s-~cmillan Company, 1947, pp. 3-118. 
2 2 1 
blindness, and strephosymbolia, or twisted symbols . He says 
that color-blindness is difficult to detect, and often people 
reach adulthood before they discover it. He considers that 
it nrobably interferes \-Jith reading very little , except · 
in the first tiAJ"o grades where much emphasis is placed on 
interpret ing color pictures . 
Strephosymbolia exists when there is lack of dominance 
of one hemisphere over the other. It manifests itself in 
reversal s of syllables ana_ words. 
P sychological or emotional causes .-- This phase of the 
problem has been subjected to much debate. The question 
1vhich cannot be answered to final satisfaction, a t lea st in 
cases, is, 11 :ll::t ich comes first, the psychological disturbance 
or t h e rea ding difficulty? Does the psychological disturb-
ance cause the reading problem, or does the reading problem 
Cc?.use the p sychologice.l upset? 11 It is a sort of hen-ancl..-
the-egg prop0sition . However, it ha s become an established 
f a ct thRt factors which cause psychological dieturbances 
produce waladjustment in every other area of the personality, 
so it is reasonable to presume that they would affect one 1 s 
ability to read . 
~'iiksell 1/ reports on an experiment by Hilts, Cass and 
Cha is so n at Stephens College. This experiment showed that 
one-half of the pupils 't·Jhich "'ere referred for remeclial read-
ing he.d emotional difficulties. The majority of those 1<'rho 
had malad ustment s read at the seventh grade level or less, 
1 V!esl ev 1,Viks ell, 11 The Relationship Bet;,v-een Reading Diffie 
====='f!==~l.bk~~~~ tm t 11 Journal .of Educattonal 
Rese2rch , {March, 1948) 37:557-558 . 
2 
and there 1.1ere severe emotional disturbances where there wa s 
re acl.i ng ctifficul ty. He drew the conclusion that a reading 
h andicap always presents the possibility of being the cause 
of mal ad justment , and psycholo gi cal difficulties are often 
at the bo ttom of reading trouble. He says that the reading 
clinici an should not deal with it alone, but with the help 
of a psychiatrist . 
Rerunont tells of an experiment which was conducted a t 
Pennsyl va.nia State University for six weeks during the summer 
1,1i th chilclren from eight to eighteen years old. They "~t.rer e 
children who were known to have varying degrees of emotional 
distur bance, and results were judged on personality develop-
ment and reading improvement. The Rorschach test revealed 
t hat t wo out of three had personality disturbances . At the 
end of the experiment a re-test on the Rorschach showed t hat 
there vvere no "immediate and dramatic 11 personality changes . 
39 !)er cent showed ~orne improvement, 35 per cent shov.red no 
change and 26 per cent shovred adverse conc1itions. On the 
reading 48 per cent showed varying degrees of improvement 
and 1 2 per cent had x·educed scores. He ,says, 11It i s presumed 
tha t bo th personality change and learnin:;- contribute to read-
ing iop~o vement, but neither is, i n itself, sufficient cause 
to ~) ro du ce i murovement in all children. ul/ 
In an article in the Boston Herald Dr. De ~rborn, of 
Lesley Call ege i n Cambridge, 11assachusett s, attributes read-
1/ Robert s. Redmont, "Description and Evaluation of a 
Corrective Pro gram for Reacting Di sabil:tty 11 , Journal of Educa-
tional Psychology : (October , 1948) . 34:353. 
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ing trouble s to emotional disturbance s '\vhich arise in the 
home. He has done research on the handedness and eyedness 
theories .s.no. other theori es which sought to determine the 
fundament a~ cau se, but has finally come to the conclusion , 
nr no1-1 think that difficulties in starting to read are prim-
arily not a school problem , but a fe~ily and social problem_ 
I woul d like to see some sort of social agency face this 
dilerr..ma . nl/ 
Caro l Hovious gj says that the read ing problem is more 
than the r ecognitiQn of words. It is the expansion of and 
re finement of intellectual and emotional processes. She con-
tends that reading readiness concerns every child all through 
schoo l life, and that teaching of read ing should be an un-
broken process from kindergarten through college. 
Ruth Strang attr ibutes many reading problems to person-
ality conflicts and home conditions . She say s , 
IIDifferent kinds and degree s of readi ng diffi-
culties arise out of varied personality structures 
and needs . Some neurotic individuals fail to make 
progress in reading until they have, to some extent, 
resolved the i r inner conflicts . Less severe emotlon-
~1 disturbances may a l so exert ~ 1unfavorable in-fluence on reading development. 11~ 
JJ 11Home Conditions Seen Cause in Children ' s Reading Troublesn 
Boston Sunday Herald, February 19 , 1950, p. 54. 
2/ Carol Hovious , Sugg es t i ons for Teachers of Reading , D. c. 
Heath and Company , (c. 1939), 111 p . 
3/ Ruth Strang , Pro vic1ing Snecial Heln to Retarded Readers, 
Forty- Seventh Yearbook of the National Society for the Study 
of Ectucation , The University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1948 , 
p. 229 . 
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Blair lists emotional fac tor s as one of the cau ses 
of :r>ea ding disability . He also mentions lack of int erest as 
a cau se. Thi s could be a ctirect result of some emotional 
disturbQnce , and, thus, is closely related to emotional causes 
From the evidence presented we can see what an important 
place p sycholo gical adjustment has in one's ability to read . 
I f a 9e!"son 1 s thinking po1vere are occupied ""rith trying to 
solve some intimate personal problem, or trying to make an 
adjustmen t to a ne11 situation, he "tvill be unable to concen-
trate on r eading mat erial with any degree of success. Reac1-
ing is not just a matter of correct eye focus, but is a mas s 
of i r:1pr essions made upon the mind , and an arousal of meaning-
f ul c.ssociations l'Tith 'tvords as stimuli reaching from the 
retina to the visual center of t he brain . Then comes a fu sion 
of meanings in a chain of r elated ideas.2/ If this chain of 
i deas is broken with extraneous thoughts comprehension is 
impaired, and rate is reduced. 
Tns tructiona.l causes.-- l!any of the factors in reading 
di sability can be attributed to the preceding causes . How-
ever, much of the trouble rises from faulty reading habits , 
due either to outmoded inst ruction or f a ilure to a cquire good 
good habite through the methods given . Bond and Bond Q/speak 
1/ Glenn l·I~rer s Blair, Diagnostic and Remedi al Teaching, The 
Hacmillen Company, 1947, pp. 3-118. 
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2/ Walter : s. Monroe • . ed., ~:...:::...~...::::.::~~::::;:.~~--===~~~:.::-..::.:..:~=::..=;r,::' 
The Macmillan Company, New York, 
3/ Guy L. Bond, and Eva Bond, Teaching the Child to Reqg , The 
Macmillan Company, New York, 1949, 356 p. 
of the poor reading habits which .. result . .from the older methods 
of' teaching word . recogni.tion, namely the le.tter•by-letter 
spelling or sounding method, .and the phonetiemethod. He 
i! describes a third method, the . :w.ord~drill method, whe.re words 
1 are developed through .illustration by. pictures. In this way 
I, 
' I 
a vocabulary is built. up. In .a.ll. o.f these .methods. .the habit 
o.f be.ing. over~analytlcal is developed. . Students. become word- · 
by-~ord readers, and are over word-conscious. 
Too much emphasis on oral instruction becomes a hindrance 
in later years, because once again the habit o.f word-by-word \ 
reading is developed. _ This ma.y. result in lip movement, vocal- ~ 
lza tion within the mouth, _ or mental verbalization. 
Vocabulary bui.ldlng i .s .ano.t.har. are.a .which has .been neg-
lected. Both. t .es.ts. and .. obs.erva.tion lndi.cate . that inadequate 
vocabulal"f accompani.es .. po.or readi.ng. Some . of' this .is due to 
neglect, but some .. o:f' . it. i .s ... du.e .. . to la.ck .of. .emphasis on increas-
ing the vocabu.la.ry, and. ac.curacy .o.f meaning. o.f the words which 
are used. 
Dr. Samuel Renshaw. o.f. Ohio State Universi_ty attributes 
1 .failure in rapid . per.eeption,. no.t to. pbysi.cal ailments of' the 
IJ 
II eyes, but to improper trai.ning o:f . the eye.a. On the basis of 
!1 this theor,y he developed. the tachistoscope which will be 
described later. He explains 1 .t to. David G. Wi ttels in an 
article in the Saturday Evening Post !I by saying . that most . I 
of the process of seeing is. not. dona b:y the a:ye.s • The:y si.mpl:y l 
1/ David G • . Wittels, "You're Not as. Smart .a.s You .Could Be", , 
"S"a turday Evening .Pos.t, Reprinted by .C:ur.tis . Publishing Company-, 
New York c. 1948 6 • 
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act as receivers of meaningless things and relay them to the 
brain which interprets them. 
Current Procedures for Remediation 
Diagnosis of reading difficulties.-- Several mechanical 
devices have been invented to aid in the diagnosis of read-
ing difficulties. To detect poor visual perception the Key-
stone Ophthalmic Telebinocular has been devised1 as well as 
the Eames Eye Test. Poor auditory acuity may be revealed 
by an audiometer or the watch-tick test. Hand-Eye Dominance 
may be found by cutting e. small hole in a piece of cardboard1 
and, with one eye closed~ try to see a small object through 
the hole. Without moving the cardboard the opposite eye is 
used. If the object cannot be seen when one eye is closed1 
the closed eye is dominant. A similar process is followed 
by pointing the finger at a small object with one eye closed. 
This determines eyedness and can be compared with handedness 
for dominance. This technique is described by Blair.ll 
For specific reading ability~ mapy standardized diagnos-
tic reading tests are available which reveal weaknesses in 
specific ar~as. Some authorities say that too much depend-
ence should not be plac.ed on them as final criteria of · j udg-
ment, because too many other factors enter into the problem 
wvioh may influence the test scores to some extent. However 1 
f7ey are good indicators of weak areas and can form a basis 
~ Glenn Myers Blair 1 Diagnostic and Remedial Teaching, The 
Macmillan Company~ 194?~ pp. 3-118. 
for instructional purposes. 
According to Blair 1/ some of the best tests for diag-
nostic work on the college level are: Iowa Silent Reading 
Test--Advanced, Schrammel-Gray High School and College 
Reading Test, and Progressive Reading Test--Advanced. Other 
tests which have diagnostic value according to some author-
ities are the Cooperative c2T, and the Ohio State Psychologi-
cal Reading Comprehension Test. 
Most reading experts include in the diagnostic program: 
a standardized testing battery, testing with informal tests 
to determine word-attack, phrasing, and phonic ability, at 
least one intelligence test, and eye tests. If symptoms of 
deep-seated disturbances are present the student is referred 
to a specialist of that disorder. This can be done only when 
individual diagnosis is practiced. Group diagnosis is not 
quite as specific, since informal testing is sometimes not 
possible. Some experiments have used reading interests to 
determine the reading background. 
Guy L. Bond 2/ that tests in content fields, such as 
Iowa Tests of Educational Development, tests of basic study 
skills, such as Tyler-Kimber Study Skills, should be ~ncluded 
Ruth Strang ~ advocates that a projective test, such as 
1/ Glenn Myers Blair, Diagnostic and Remedial Teaching, The 
Macmillan Company, 194?, pp. 3-118. 
2/ Guy L. Bond, 'Attainments and Needs of Students, Forty-
Seventh Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Edu 
tion, The University of Chicago press, Chicago, 1948, pp. 69-
3/ Helping Retarded Readers, ·Forty-Seventh Year 
of Society for the Study of Education, The Uni..-
Press Chicago, 1948, pp. 224-250. 
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the Rorschach or Thematic Apperception tests, be en to 
emotionally disturbed persons. This should be in conjunction 
with the other diagnosti~ instruments. 
Development of speed.-- Several methods for developing 
speed of reading have been developed and used. One of the 
most popular of these, to be used on a group basis, is a 
machine called the Metro no scope . This machine consists of 
rolls of printed material plae.ed in the machine in such a way 
that only one section of a line can be seen at a time. As the 
roll moves one is forced to read at the rate at which it is 
set. As the rates are increased the student is forced to re 
faster, and thereby gains in his speed of reading on other 
material. 
Another method which has proved successful is the read-
film, specifically the Harvard Reading Films. This functions 
through the illumination of phrases of a sentence. As the 
light moves the eyes are forced to follow it, and retracing 
is eliminated. 
A third method, which specifically develops quick per-
ception but which results in increased rate of reading, is 
one which was developed by Dr. Renshaw of Ohio State Univer-
sity, namel~ the tachistoscope. This is a short-exposure 
apparatus- which flashes digits, words or phrases on a screen 
in one-half second to one-hundredth second rates. This seeks 
to increase the eye-span to develop the habit of seeing a 
group of words at one glance. This has been modified to a 
size small enough to be used at short range for individual 
30 
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work. 
A fourth method, which is similar to the Metronoscope 
but can be used only individually, is the Reading Rate Con~ 
troller. This machine forces a plate down over the lines of 
a book at certain speeds, which forces the reader to _read 
faster than it moves. 
These devi ces just described come under the heading of 
Controlled Reading. A. E. Traxler !/ gives somewhat of a 
summary of the opinion of reading authorities on this method 
of increasing speed. Center and Person, of the Stella Center 
Reading Clinic in New York, use both the Metronoscope and 
Tachistoscope in developing speed. E. A. Betts considers 
that the Metronoscope is valuable for developing rhythmical 
reading and rapid: perception. Cole says that good mechanics 
lay a foundation to good comprehen~ion. Stone says that eye 
movement training by Metronoscope is an aid in increasing 
rate. McCallister agrees with these that it is beneficial 
but stresses the need for emphasis o ri though't:;-getting or 
understanding.. Gray uses the flasbmeter for word recognition 
and accuracy, and says that the Metronoscope is valuable. 
Buswell sees value in it but warns against u sing it mechan-
ically with no help in understanding. Tinker · says · that there 
i:.s ' lack of evidence tnat .tt develops effective habits. Eye 
movement patterns only reflect poor or good reading perform-
ance. Blair says that harmful effects might result from it. 
1/ A. E. Traxler, 11 Value of Controlled Reading: Summary of 
Opinion and Research", Journal of Experimental Education . 
(June, 1943) , 17:280-290. 
• 
There are varying opinions but research favors their use a 
little more strongly. 
Besides the use of mechanical devices there are workbook 
and reading exercises which may be used individually, or on a 
group basis for developing speed. Two very useful ones are 
Ruth Strang's Study Type of Reading Exercises,l/ and Improve 
Your Reading by Frances Oralind Triggs.g/ 
Increasing comprehension.-- Increasing comprehension 
extends beyond the mechanics of reading. The ability to read 
words and sentences does not presuppose understanding of what 
is read. Betts says, 
11Reading cannot be brought to full fruition as 
a learning aid until the mechanics have been con-
trolled. On the other hand, a program of reading 
instruction designed to overemphasize the mechanics 
of reading fails the learner in hig1attainment of the goals of reading instruction. 11-
He further states that the .·nl .earning-to-read 11 theory has had 
to be changed to the 11 reading-to-learn 11 method. 
In developing comprehension several skills have to be 
acquired. Gates i/ outlines a program in which many of these 
are developed, namely, reading to get the main idea, or a 
fjneral impression, reading for the summary of the content, 
1 Ruth Strang, StuQy Type of Reading Exercises, Bureau of 
Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, New York, 
Cc. 1935), 112 p. 
£1 Frances Oralind Triggs, Improve Your Reading, The Univer-
sity of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis, Minnesota, (c. 1942), 1 p. 
3/ E. A. Betts, Foundations of Reading Instruction, American 
Book Company, New York, (c. 1946), p. 93 • 
4/ A. I. Gates, The Improvement of Reading, The Macmillan 
~ompany, New York, 1946, 657 p. 
reading for the outline, reading to draw conclusions, read-
ing to remember, reading for details, skimming, and selective 
reading. 
Hovious 1/ places great stress on getting the main idea 
and recognizing the relation of details to it. She intro-
duces a technique which is designed to develop speed as well 
as comprehension. It is known as the "telegram technique". 
This method emphasizes the important words of a sentence, and 
minimizes the connecting words, such as prepositions. In 
this manner the content is gained more rapidly and time is 
not spent on unimportant words. 
William s. Gray 2/ says that comprehending the ideas of 
a passage involves more than just getting the main ideas. 
It is necessary to get the sequence of events, organization 
of principle points and details, unravel hidden meanings, and 
integrate separate meanings into a thought pattern. Compre-
hension includes recognizing the nature of the passage and 
the author's purpose and intent, getting meanings which are 
implied rather than stated, and interpreting in light of 
the broader context. Developing greater comprehension should 
involve the ability to determine the difference between fac-t s 
and judgment of the writer, as well as the ability to trans-
l,te what is read into thought patterns and trends. 
1 Carol Hovious, Suggestions for Teachers of Reading, D. C. 
Heath and Company, (c. 1939), 111 p. . 
gj William s. Gray, Increasing the Basic Reading Competencies 
of Students, Forty-Seventh Yearbook of the National Society 
for the Study of Education, The University of Chicago Press, 
Chicago, 1948, PP• 91-114. 
Bond and Bond say 11 The comprehension abilities comprise 
the most important group of reading abilities to be developed. 
The reading abilities which they consider comprise good com-
prehension are: skimming, reading to get the general signifi-
cance, reaiing to form sensory impressions, .to predict out-
. 
comes, to organize, to follow directions, to nt>;te details, 
reading critically, and ability to understand a passage of 
given difficulty. 
Artley says that reading comprehension is comprised of 
general and specific factors and the reading skills common 
to both are only nominal. He reports that Dewey found that 
''we can no longer assume that by making factual tests of 
reading, we have at the same time measured true understanding 
of what is read. nY He concludes that 11factors in general and 
specific reading comprehension are not correlated sufficient-
ly high to way that ability to read one type of material 
guaranteed ability to read another type.n£/ 
Anderson and Tinker i/ conducted an experiment on the 
relation between rate and comprehension. They concluded 
that measurement of the two must be on the same material; ther 
was a high correlation between rate and comprehension scores 
which were timed; and if an adequate measure is used there is 
a high correlation between rate of reading and comprehension 
1/ Guy L. Bond, and Eva Bond, Teaching the Child to Read, The 
Macmillan Company, New York, 1949, p. 210. 
y A. Sterling Artley, 11 The Appraisal of Reading Comprehension , 
Journal of Educational Psychology ~ ·:January, 1943) 34:57. 
3/ Loc. cit. 
Verna L. Anderson, and Miles in 
I 
(November, 1936) 27:621-624. 
on the same kind of material. 
Vocabulary development.-- Many students in college today 
do not know that words are often made up of several parts, 
and have no idea how to get the root meaning. Many others 
have only a vague idea of how to get the meaning from the 
context. Far too many slide hastily over words which they do 
not know, and allow a hazy impression of what it may mean to 
be sufficient. Consequently, the American college student 
has reverted to slang as a means of expression because he 
does not have an adequate vocabulary. As a result in vocab-
ulary instruction the very basic techniques often have to be 
taught. These techniques include word analysis, syllabication 
contextual meaning, and other skills which are designed to 
make the reader word conscious. 
Artley 1/ gives a review of the various skills which 
make up vocabulary building. Some of the things which aid 
3S ·' ~ 
in increasing the vocabulary are: typographical aids, italics, 
bold face, or parenthesis, which point out new words; struc-
tural aids, appo si ti ve, non-restrictive and interpolated 
phrases; substitute words, synonyms and antonyms; word element , 
fi gures of speech, pictorial representations and others. 
These helps aid one to become less dependent on the diction~ 
ary. Dictionary definitions do not give the specific meaning 
I 
intended by the author, nor does it give particular meanings. 1 iJ A. Sterling Artley, 11 Teaching Word-Meaning Through Context 11 
The Elementary English Review (January, 1943) 20:68-74. 
Blair gives a very detailed list of the various ways 
to build up the vocabulary. A few of the more outstanding 
ones are: finding substitutes for overworked words, substitut-
ing specific terms for general terms, keeping a notebook of 
words followed by sentences, study of word derivations, and 
many others. 
W. s. Gray says, "The training provided should include 
emphasis on all aids to word recognition, namely, context 
clueSt ••• word-form clues, ••• structural analysis, ••• phoneti , 
analysis ••• and the dictionary."g; 
Relationsfuip of reading to grades.-- One of the most 
importsnt reasons why there is such an interest in improving 
reading ability on the college level is to bring about an 
improvement in college grades. Several experiment~ have been 
conducted to find out if such a thing would occur, and what 
correlation there is between reading improvement and improve-
ment in grades. 
One such experiment is reported in a thesis by Frederick 
L. Westover.~/ He established three groups of lower freshmen, 
two of which contained forty-five students each, and the third 
consisting of fifty students. Group I met for two fifty-
1/ Glenn Myers Blair, Diagnostic and Remedial Teaching, The 
Macmillan Company, 1947, pp. 3-118. 
g/ William S. Gray, Increasing the Basic Reading Competencies 
of Students, Forty-Seventh Yearbook of the National Society 
for the Study of Education, The University of Chicago Press, · 
Chicago, 1948, p. 97. 
~ Frederick L. Westover, Controlled Eye Movements in Reading, 
Thesis: Columbia University, Bureau of Publications, Teachers 
College, Columbia University, New York, 1946, 99 p • 
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minute periods for five weeks, taking tests on Study Type of 
Reading Tests. Group II had the same set-up, but read by 
means of control devices. Group III had no special exercises. 
The grade-points of each group were recorded before and after, 
and reading scores and grade-points and differences in gains 
of each were compared. Group I gained in speed of comprehen-
sion and rate. Group II gained in speed of comprehension, 
level of comprehension and rate. Group III made no gains. 
However, there were no significant gains in grade points by 
any of the groups. The conclusions drawn, after a re-test 
si~ months later, were that 11there were no significant gains 
in grade points; controlled eye movements help gains in vocab-
ulary; special exercises in reading compared with no special 
training is accompanied by better scholarship and fewer 
withdrawals. nl/ 
Alvhh R. Lauer g/reports some correlation between read-
ing rate and grade-point average a.s ~ result of an experiment 
which was conducted as part of a course in Educational Psy-
chology composed of a group of Sophomores, Juniors, Seniors, 
and Graduate students. The highest correlation was between 
reading rate and cultural knowledge. 
Ammons and Hieronymous 3/ found as the result of an 
l/ Op. cit. p. 67. 
2/ Alvhh R. Lauer, 11An Experimental Study of the Improvement 
In Reading by College Student s 11 , Journal of Educational 
Psychology (December, 1936) 27:655-661. 
3/ R. B. Ammons, and A. N. Hieronymous, "Critical Evaluation 
of a College Program for Reading", Journal of Educational 
Psychology (December, 1947) 38:449-470. 
experiment that there was a positive relationship between 
gains on the Iowa Silent Reading Test and college gains. 
Dearborn and Wilkins 1/ found as the result of an experi-
ment on Harvard Freshmen that ten of the sixte~n in the 
experimental group had improved in their midyear marks, while 
only five of the control group had shown any improvement. 
Relationship of reading ability and intelligence.--
E. A. Betts £/ says that the intelligence level does not 
control reading ability, and that from 120 I. Q. down to 
90 I. Q. bas about the same percentage of non-readers. In-
telligence is not a guarantee for success, although it is a 
prerequisite. 
In another source he says, that mental ability is only 
one significant factor in reading difficulty.~/ 
Ruth Strang i/ quotes Witty and Kopel, and Kirk, on the 
relation of limited intellectual ability and reading achieve-
ment. They say that with a Binet below 25 a child cannot 
read; slightly below 50 can be taught signs and directions, 
but cannot learn to read; from 50 to 70 can read some but 
rarely go above fourth-grade level. 
l/ w. F. Dearborn, and s. v. Wilkins, "Improving the Reading 
of College Freshmen", School Review,(April, 1941) 19:668-678. 
2/ E. A. Betts, 11 A Remedial and Corrective Heading Program 11 , 
'O'ontent Area Approach·", Education (June, 1948) 32:579-595. 
3/ . . . . . , , , Foundations of Reading Instruction, American 
~ook Company, New York, (c. 1946), 757 p. 
4/ Op. cit., p. 228. 
3 8 ·:: 
A. I. Gates considers that a child with more advanced 
intellectual ability should be able to understand verbal 
material more easily and comprehend more complex verbal mater-
ial than one with low intelligence. 
Results of Other Experiments 
The results of experiments in reading which have been 
conducted by authorities are being reported here to deter-
mine the concensus of opinion as to the value of reading 
remediation on the college level. Some of the reportsJ con-
cern secondary grade levels, but the implications are the 
same. 
Alvhh R. Lauer g/ made his study on 355 cases, 224 women 
and 131 men at Iowa State College. He concluded that. students 
there do not increase reading rate while in college unless 
some required remedial program is carried out. In .!· f act, 
there is 11 some evidence that they go progressively slower." 
He says further that "those who read more rapidly at 
the beginning generally improved most in terms of percentage 
of improvement. n~/ He considers it advisable to provide 
remedial reading for college students. "It is assumed that 
permanence in improvement is a function of the amount of 
overlearning, spacing of practice periods, and other variable 
1/ Op. cit., 657 p. 
~ Op. cit., pp. 655-661. 
Q/ Op. cit., p. 661. 
known to affect learning in a general way. 
Witty and Kopel ~ conducted four experiments of differ-
ent types to determine which was the most effective. The 
first one was a special-class program employing drills, con-
ducted in Brookline, Massachusetts. Gains were marked, but 
they questioned the extent of transfer to subjects, and they 
questioned this method where the students have to go back 
into the same situation that started their condition. 
The second one was in Wells High School in Chicago. This 
program was one having very specific objectives, such as 
learning to understand central thought, word recognition, 
increased rate through easy materials. The one contribution 
of this method was that English teachers recognized the need 
for correcting the situation. It was too narrow in its aim, 
and there should have been wider reading on materials of high 
content value, they concluded. 
The third group was one of slow-learning pupils. In 
this experiment there was no written work, but the emphasis 
was on securing reactions. It was aimed at making them 
conscious of details. The greatest change was noticed in 
Social Science class. 
They reported on one involving controlled reading also, 
but the one which they favored the most was a Free Reading 
Program. In this method the children were encouraged to pick 
1/ Paul Witty and David Kopel, Reading and the Educative Pro-
cess, Ginn and Company, Boston, (c. 1939), pp. 119-159. 
out books in the fields in which they were particularly .. in-
terested. This method sought to develop self-direction, in-
itiative and discernment. They feel that this latter method 
is more natural and will have more permanent effects. 
Paul \vi tty l/ describes a program, which was carried out 
in the Army during the war, on non-English speaking men. He 
says that in eight weeks time 90 per cent of the men gained 
sufficiently to reach acceptable standards. For the function-
ally illiterate, they tried to bring the first level up to 
fourth grade level. They emphasized skills directly connect-
ed 1-11 th .Army life. The second group were taught to read up 
to fourth grade level,-- to read and understand simple mater-
ial. They were given, also, literary training for civilian 
life. This experiment shows the value of visual aids, vocab-
ulary growth, small classes, and conditions conducive to 
mental health •. 
In another experiment, this time on one hundred ninth 
grade pupils who were mentally retarded, Paul Witty 2/ con-
cluded that the greatest success in secondary schools will 
come from special classes. He says that the greatest need 
no~'<T is remedial reading for some and developmental reading 
for others. 
1/ Paul Witty, Reading in Modern Education, D. c. Heath, 
Boston, (c. 1949), 392 p. 
2/ , "Reading Retardation in the Sacondary School", 
'dournal of Experimental Education (June, l 9.t±'i') 15:314-317. 
1 
Ammons and Hierony¢ous conducted an experiment at the 
State University of Iowa in 1944 and 1945 to evaluate gains 
and 11 attempt to predict magnitude of gains from available 
data available before instruction". The conclusions were 
that results can be used only as hints to prediction. The 
tests were unequal to the task of accurate me~surement. 
Overall gains were small, but the uniformity of gains was _ 
a satisfactory test of the effectiveness of the course. Too 
lo1-r goals ' were set by the instructor they say. 
Porter, · Bhaif'er ·. and··.Monroe 2/ report on research done 
during the war in reading. They said that 11millidlns of .Ameri-
cans cannot read well enough to fight a highly technical 
war 11 .Y They found that changing schools did not change schol-
1 
arship or reading achievement; tha, although there was less 
time to read, there was a better quality of material read--
an interest in world affairs. Many vocabulary lists and 
devices were built. They reported that Traxler found that 
29 per cent of 133 schools made definite provision for devel-
opment of reading programs. 
McCollum and Shapiro 4/ conducted an experiment on 
pupils v.Ji th severe reading disabilities in the Baltimore 
iJ Op. cit., ·PP. 449-470. 
gj R. B. Porter, H. Shafer, and E. Monroe, "Research in 
Reading During the War Years", Reviaw of Educational Research, 
(April, 1946) 16:121-135. 
y Ibid, p. 102. 
1f Mary E. l~fcCollum, and Mary J. Shapiro, "An Approach to the 
Remediation of Severe Readin Disabilities", Review of Educa-
Reading Clinic in 1945. The results of the various techniques 
led to the following conclusions. There was need for adjust-
ment of reading problems by classroom teachers. Standard-
ized tests are rated too . high. Severe reading disability 
scored higher on non-verbal I. Q. tests than was adjusted to 
their need. A differentiated program was need with certain 
clinical problems. 
Summary and Conclusions 
Summary.- - This chapter has sought to review the ba sic 
concepts of reading, the causes of reading difficulties, and 
the various methods which have been developed to meet the 
ever-increasing need. It has been evident throughtout the 
chapter that realization of the need of such a program is 
slowly coming to the attention of educators. Although only 
a small percentage of the colleges have remedial programs at 
present, there is an awareness of the problem such as there 
has not been in the past. 
Conclusions.-- The experiments which have been reviewed 
here have given evidence that remedial reading is worthwhile, 
and some reports showed that improvement in reading can bring 
about an increase in grade-points. On the basis of such 
evidence it is logical to conclude that the only way by which 
the reading problems can be met adequately is through special 
reading progt ams of oome kind. The most of the authorities 
favor the special-class method. 
CHAPTER III 
DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 
Organization and Orientation 
Organization of experimental group.-- Forty-three stu-
dents enrolled tor the course, some of whom were from the 
upper classes. However, the experimental group was select-
ed on the basis of the Iowa scores, Form Am, which showed a 
reading retardation of one year or more. Twenty-one stu-
dents were selected as the actual experimental group. Two 
classes were established, each of which met tor two forty-
five minute periods each week tor one semester. One class 
was held two afternoons. a week, while the other convened in 
a morning period twice a week. The afternoon class con-
sisted of only ten members, and the remaining thirty-three 
met in the morning class. Identical instruction was given 
to both groups throughout the semester. 
Orientation to the course.-- The first tour classes 
were lecture classes, devoted to the description and illus-
tration of various reading skills and techniques. The 
first subject dealt with was that of the Main Idea in a 
paragraph. Simple subject matter was used to provide 
illustrations of this skill. In relationship to this the 
place of important details and· how to determine them was 
explained, as well as the relation of one paragraph to an-
,1 
other_ ~~~eel!:_ in_t E-e _zna+-=~-~~c~ ~!'_.the _par~§~~ph~ --~~~g}"~:ph _ ][ 
¢4 I 
of paragraph organization was introduced. 
The next two lectures were concerned with vocabulary, 
increasing the eye span, decreasing fixations, skimming, use 
of the table of contents, and the use of cue words. In the 
vocabulary lecture the principle of breaking the word into 
its parts; prefix, root and suffix, was introduced, and its 
setting in the context was emphasized. 
Diagnosis of specific needs.-- Inasmuch as some time 
had elapsed since the administration ot the Iowa Silent Read-
ing test it seemed advisable to give some other reading tests 11 
to deter.mine the specific areas where the major weaknesses 1 
existed. I The Cooperative C2T Reading Comprehension Test was i 
I 
I 
given first. This is a timed test which measures ability 
in vocabulary, speed of comprehension and level of compre-
I hension. The second test administered was the Ohio State 
I 
Psychological Test. This is an untimed power test which 1 
normally takes about two hours to administer. It measures j 
II 
ability in vocabulary by means of word analogies and same-
opposite combinations. Also, it measures reading compre-
hension. In using these 
II 
two types ot tests it was possible ! 
to note the difference in ability under the pressure of t~e, I 
and that manifested when no time allotment was given. AJ.- II 
though some value was received from this procedure, the 
amount of tine consumed in administration shortened the time 
tor instruction, and its repetition would not be advisable. 
-=====-=- ---==c-= 
I 
Reading Skills Introduced 
Main idea and vocabulary.-- Article H, called "Saba--
Sublime and Ridiculous", from Salisbury's Better Work 
Habits,!/ was used to demonstrate the principle of the Main 
Idea. Students were asked to read the article and under-
line in each paragraph the sentence which they thought ex-
pressed the main thought of the paragraph. After this 
there was discussion about the various paragraphs, and in-
struction was given on how to determine which sentence ex-
pressed the idea best. In subsequent lessons repetition 
of the Main Idea concept was made. 
In introducing vocabulary study, various words were 
placed on the blackboard and demonstration was made of word 
analysis and strticture. Explanation concerning word de-
rivations from the Latin and Greek languages was given and 
illustrations were presented. A list of prefixes, suf-
fixes, and word roots was given each student with the assign-
ment to familiarize himself with them. The concept of con-
textual meaning of words was introduced by use of words in 
L 
Appendix A gives the words and sentences I 
from which illustrations were taken. At this same time the 
I 
a given sentence. 
practice of keeping a vocabulary card file was explained and 
I 
requirement was made that these be kept as part 
!J Rachel Salisbury, Better Work Habits, Scott, 
Company, New York, \C. 1932), p. 165. 
=--------- -----==== 
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The students were given the assignment to bring in twenty 
words which had been taken from their card file. From 
I these lists of words later vocabulary studies were constructe~ . 
Description of SQ3R method and skills in examinations.-- II 
Instruction in the impro~ement of study habits was given 
through a description of the SQ3R method of study, and ex-
planation of various skills to be used in relation to exami-
nations. Both of these skills are described in full in 
Effective Study by Francis P. Robinson.1/ 
Briefly, the SQ3R method includes five steps. The 
first step advocated is a survey of the assignment to be read II 
a section at a time, reading only the topic heads and lead 1
11
! 
sentences to get an idea of the scope of the material. The 
second step turns each topic head, or lead sentence into a I 
question. The third step, the first R, is to read each 
paragraph in active search for the answer to the question 
formed by the lead sentence. The fourth step calls for I 
recitation, silently, ot the material at the end o:t each ~~ 
section. At the end of the section the fifth step comes in I 
the form of review of that section and each preceding one. 
At the end of the assignment there is a review of the whole 
of the material read. 
Robinson's suggestions for preparing for and taking ex-
aminations cover the timing and kinds of review, how to pre- 1 
I 
'I pare for final examinations, emotional stability during ex- 1: 
y Francis P. Robinson, Effective Study, Harper and Brothers, Ill 
New York, (c. 1946), p.l3-54. 
-~-==--~ = ~ --==--. -== 
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aminatio~s : ~~~ t-; :lo;; f-~;~~- essa_y_~_d_ o~~eetiv~ e~: - ~fu 
nations, and making use of returned examinations. Valuable I 
hints are to be found in textbook cues, such as headings, 
topic sentences, italicized words and key words. Cues can 
be taken from main paints covered in lectures and questions 
which the teacher asks in class. 
Quick Perception by use of the tachistoscope.-- Tach-
istoscopic work was carried out by the use of a slide pro-
jector with a special shutter attached, which was calibrated 
from one-half to one-hundredth of a second. Slides of five 
digit numbers were used, and the initial lessons in this 
skill started at one-half second and very soon graduated to 
one-fifth second speed. This device was used for the pur-
pose of increasing the eye span and the amount perceived as 
well as the speed of perception. 
Reading Skills Developed 
Use of the tachistoscope.-- The tachistoscope, as de-
scribed in the previous section, was used for the first ten 
minutes of each class period for the duration of the course. 
After orientation to the device was completed at one-half 
second several lessons were spent at one-fifth second. As 
the numbers were flashed on the board the students wrote on 
paper what they had seen. Because it was necessary to con-
duct it on a group basis the possibility of gaining a large 
percentage of a high degree of accuracy was somewhat pre-
eluded. Some had difficulty with their eyes and others were 
---======-==---- =-
I 
I 
r -h~de::d o::e:t::t r:s;:::::u might not be reached and-et- ~~ ( 9 
l
,j, I 
ticiency hindered, the speed was set up to one-tenth after 
lj three lessons. This speed was held for the re at of the 
1 
semester until the last two lessons, with an occasional re-
verting to one-fifth tor sake of contrast. In the last two 
lessons the speed was gradually raised to one-twenty-fifth 
and one-fiftieth seconds, and once, for a few slides, one-
I 
I one-hundredth was used. This was done to see if there were 
I 
any proficiency in the higher speeds, and if a plateau had 
been reached at one-tenth which was causing consistently low 
scores. This proved to be the case. 
Types of outlines and planning compositions.-- In-
struction was given in the types ot outlines and how to 
plan compositions by means or an outline. Better Work 
Habits was used as a basis tor this. In making outlines 
I the concept of main and subordinate ideas was again stressed. I 
In planning compositions the techniques or building an out- I 
line were stressed in laying the foundation for writing them. II 
How to gather material and organize it was explained also. 
Speed tests and comprehension checks.-- Articles in the 
last section of Better Work Habits were used tor material f'or 
the speed tests. The first tew tests were given without 
comprehension checks in order to condition the students to 
reading under the pressure of limited time. 
were given at first and then longer ones. 
Short tests 1 
Timing was kept I 
-~-~-~ 
I 
- ___ J5_Q __ 
by the instructor, and Jl by means of tappiij.g off each minute 
the students marked in the article the word they were read-
ing when the tap came. As much as was possible an average 
of the words read was obtained, but often the count was made 
on the basis of the first minute scores. This procedure 
would have to be changed to some extent. 
Comprehension checks were constructed for Articles 
B and G !/ and can be found in Appendix B. These checks 
were not devised for the purpose of seeing how well they 
remembered detailed facts, but how well they were able to 
gain the general concept at a rapid rate. The theory is 
that, while trying to increase the rate of speed, too spe-
cific questions should not be given. When they have gained 
sufficient speed on easy material to feel some confidence 
the material can be made more difficult, and carry-over into 
textbook material is advised. However, the comprehension 
checks should not be too difficult even then. This is the 
plan adopted by Miss Niles of Boston University and by Ruth 
Stra~ in her workbook, Study Type of Reading Exerc~s.&/ 
Finding the main topic and use of key words.-- Drills 
in Better Work Habits were used for practice material in 
finding the main idea and topic sentence. Similar exercises 
I 
I 
II 
I 
y Rachel Salisbury, Better Work Habits,, Scott, Foresman and 1111
1 
Company, New York, (c. 1932), pp. 149 & 162. 
·¥/ Ru~n i:>lii··ang·~· Study Type of Reading Exercises, Bureau of 
Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, New 
York, (c. 1935), 112 p. 
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Van Buskirk)./ An oral comprehension check wa·s 
time and there was discussion of how the method is to be 
applied to various kinds of material. 
Organization of material.-- Because of limited time 
only one lesson was spent on organization and paragraph 
patterns. Article M, "Transportation", in Better Work 
Habits~ was used to demonstrate this. . This particular 
pattern was an example of time sequence. Other types of 
paragraph pattern were explained in one of the orientation 
lectures. Among the most outstanding ones are; (1) Time 
Sequence, ( 2) Main Idea followed by examples and enumera-
tions, (3) Main Idea followed by reasons, called the Causal 
Pattern, (4) Main Idea followed by descriptive details, and 
(5) Comparison, or Contrast. 
Subjective course evaluation check.-- For purposes of 
evaluating the course, and to supply further criteria of 
judgment as to its effectiveness, an evaluation check sheet 
was checked anonymously by each student so that he could ex-
press frankly how he felt about the course. Opportunity 
was given to make any further comments and suggestions 
which they wished. 
in Chapter IV. 
The results of this survey are reported 
y Edgar F. Van Buskirk, Principles of Healthful Living, 
Dryden Press, New York, 1948, 451 P• 
1f/ 4Rachef".S'al".fsbury, Better Work Habits, Scott, Foresman 
and Company, New York, (c. 1932), p. 1?5. 
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were examined to determine the use and value of key words in 
pointing out facts which are important. 
Vocabulary building.-- Vocabulary building was conducted 
according to the plan outlined in the introductory section. 
Exercises were constructed, using the words which had been 
passed in by the students. Matching exercises were devised 
to measure their ability in sight vocabulary, and completion 
exercises were given to determine their ability to glean the 
meaning from the context. These exercises were given in a 
I 
quiz form, one exercise at a time, near the end of the semes- 1 
ter. They were corrected but not scored, and passed back 
to be studied. At the last class period a test of twenty-
five words chosen at random from those same .exeroises was 
given. These exercises may be found in Appendix c. This 
method was used primarily to inspire them to exert more con-
eentrated effort in the study of vocabulary. The results 
merely revealed the ones who had studied for the test and 
those who had not. 
SQ,3R Method used on textbook.-- Earlier in the course 
the SQ.3R was practiced on Article K, "Safeguarding Health", 
in Better Work Habits.!/ A comprehension check was con-
structed ~or this and may be found in Appendix D. Near the 
end of the course two lessons were spent applying the SQ.3R 
Method to a textbook, Principles of Healthful . Living, by 
6J Rachel Salisbury, Better Work Habits, Scott, Foresman 
and Company,-- NewYork, (c 1932), P• 170. 
II 
I 
I 
r 
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Measurement of gains made by Iowa Silent Readins Test, 
Form Bm.-- At the close of the semester the second form of 
the Iowa Silent Reading Test, For.m Bm, was administered to 
both groups, in order to measure the gains made by each 
group under separate conditions. The median scores were 
derived and compared with those of For.m Am which had been 
given previously. Furthermore, the subtests were compared 
to find out how the gains compared with the areas of in-
struction which were given. 
Summary and conclusions.-- For purposes of experimenta-
tion two groups were established, one an experimental group 
and the other a control group, to find the relationship be-
tween reading ability and school grades. Instruction was 
given to the experimental group in the various reading 
skills in an endeavor to improve their ability in reading, 
which, in turn. would affect their grades. Instruction was 
given in vocabulary, speed of reading, comprehension, quick 
perception, main idea, organization, study habits, and other 
reading skills. At the end of the semester gains of both 
groups were measured and compared. Then they were related 
to the gains made in grade-point averages. The course 
proved beneficial, and worthwhile gains were made by the 
experimental group. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT 
Comparison of Iowa Pretest Scores With Other 
Reading Scores of. Experimental Group 
Cooperative CaT Scores.-- The Cooperative c2T Reading 
Comprehension Test was given because it is. a timed test, even 
as is the Iowa Silent Reading .Test• The .. sub-divisions of this 
test are convenient for this study . b.ec.aus.e they correspond 
quite closely to the major areas which were emphasized in the 
instruction. 
This test revealed that the greetest weakness for the 
group as a whole lay in speed of comprehension, with an averag , 
I
I percentile score of 29.6. Vocabulary showed a below-average 
competence, with 32·45 the average percentile tor the group. I 
The level of comprehension revealed an average percentile of 
I
I 48, which was a little higher. 
was 36.35. Comprehension se.emed to be dependent upon a low 
The. total . average percentile 
I 
I· 
II 
I 
II 
I; 
rate of speed. Appendix. E. gives a table containing the tatal I 
scores and the subtest scores for the test. This test will be i 
compared later with other tests. 
Ohio State Psy:chologt.cal .Scorea.-- This test was given 
because it is a power test, which allows as much time as is 
needed for completion. The significance of such a test in 
this study is that some students, . if given suffic1ent time, 
~ 5 4 
--- - ~t~dents have is due to lack. of .fa .ci~ity in speed. Th~~ are- ~~-
1 
able . to comprehend . t.o .. a .. sa.ti.s.fac.tory degree .if given. su.f'.f1cien . 
I 
I 
time 6 but comprehens.i .on . . is .inhib.i.ted when. time . is 11m! ted. 
The average comprehension. perc.enti~e ... is ... 49.89. The average 
total percentile .s.c.o.re .on this test. i .s 52.86 6 .while on the 
Cooperative c2T it is. 36 .• 35· Thi.s .. fact .. cannot. be said to have 
statistical. signif.icanoe ... b .e . e.aus.e .the .. two te.s .t .s were standard-
ized on different. .popula.ti.ons • . . However 6 1 t is believed that 
for this particular sample.. .it has .a noteworthy indication. Ap 
pendix F contains. a table of .the sc.ores .of this test. 
Com;earison. of I .o.wa, . . C.oope.rativ.e C:iT• and Ohio State Pay-
£_holog1cal. Tes.t . scores.-- As has . this .. 1nd1.ca.t .ed .previously 6 
this. comp.ari.son .. do.es . no.t . have . statistic.al. sign1t.icance. How-
ever, in most case.s .on . the. two tests which .. have the element 
of speed in them . .. the .. pe.rcenti.le. grades are .. s .. omewha t . comparable 
1
1 
in the light ... of. the size. o:f .. the. respective norms used in 
standardization. The Ohio St.ate Ps.yc.holog1cal. _Test manifested 
I 
higher scores, w1 th . an . a:v.erage. tot.aL perc_entile o.f 52.86 per 
: cent. This was due 6 presumab1J.'., .. to the . .fac.t .. that. speed was 
not conside.red and .. some .... o.f' ... the . f.rus.t .r.e..tion. :factor was thereby 
.ruled out. The Cooper.at1ve C2T average total percentile was 
36·35 which is below average . .. The preliminary- Iowa Test show 
an average percentile of 13.7 per cent# which further estab-
lished the low level of the group. The .s.e.cond Iowa test, Form 1 
Bm, showed eons.iderable gain, although ther.e . still .remains roo I 
.for much improvement. .The aver.age .. . perc.entile .. i'or .. this .test waJ 
I 
33.57. 
,~ 
I 
I 
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The value of thi.s comparison is. that it shows the relative 
I I levels of the reading . ab.i.lity.. o.f the group 1 and .. gives some evi-
jl 
I 
!I I, 
dance that there. is _ grea tar weaknes.s . .. :whe.re . s.peed _is involved. 
This comparison. is . shown. on a table in Appendix G. 
Possible .Ef'fe.ct of. Progress Tests 
Vocabulary.-- The firs .t _ vocabulary. sc.ores _were taken from 
a test which wa.s . give.n without. preparation • .. This . was a match-
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ing test .from .t.he words. 
score for the sevente.e.n 
pe.s.sed. in .by .. the .students. The mean 
whi.ch took the .. tests :was 51.8 per cent. \ 
The second scores w.ere .taken from .. a test . which was given one I 
I 
month later, which .. eovered. al.l .. of the w.ords which bld been in 
practice exercis.es .. during that. pe.rlod. Twenty'-five words were \ 
J chosen at random. _ . The ... me.an . s.care. f .or. the- entir.e group was 48·51 
I per cent. These words were given .. indi.vidually without the aid 
1 of the .context . . or po.ss.ible . . choi.ces • · The.se _.s_cores .do . nat indi-
J: ca te that any progr.e.s.s . had .. be en. made • . . Ho.wever, _ the nature of 
the . last - te.s.t .may have .. e.ff.e.c.ted .i .t . somewhat, .inasmuch as there 
I were no clues to . . aid .them. 
Compr.ehension .. o.f' ape.ed .tests.-.- Scores. of. compr.ehension 
checks were taken on Artie.les .. B and . G .. in Be .. tt.e.r . Work Habits 1 
which were given .t .wo we.eks. ape..rt .• _ The . . quiz . on Article. G was 
given . .first .in the .. . .form of c.omplet.i .on .. ques.tions. The mean 
\,·\' score .for thi.s .. te.s.t .was . 68 •. 45 .. per cent • . The .. s .e .. cond. test, on 
Article B, was 1.n the . .f.orm of .. true-false ques.tions. The mate-
rial was not quite a.s .factual, which.ma,: have. some e.ff'ect on 
the increase .in .. s.c.ores. The mean .. s.c.ore on. this test was 85.63 , 
II . . I L. per cent, which. does .1.ndica te . an .ap r .eciable increase in comP-re-
hension. 
SQ3R Method·-- The .. scores _ on thi.s .. c_omprehension check 
I 
I are not of much .va.lue be.cause. the.re .. wa.s .. . onl.y one of its kind 
I' 
1: 
li 
·I 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
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given, and only thirteen .. of .. the __ expe.r1menta1. group ware present 
to take it. The mean . score . . o:f those te.s.ted .was 73.07 per cent, 
which, if it were. subs.tant!a.ted by mor.e .tests of a similar 
nature., would . lndi.eate tbe .effe.ct!v.eness . of .. this technique to 
be .favorable. 
Quick Perception by means of the tachistoscope.-- The use 
of the tachistoscope doubtless had the most consistent effect 
upon the total results of the c.ourse .. ot any single technique., 
because it. was . administered. eve.ry . . day af.t .er . i.ts introduction. 
The scores present .an interesting .pat.tern., . . al.though .. tbe_ degree 
o:f accuracy attained .. :for. t .he .. whole gro.up was. not high• The 
scores were di v1ded . . 1n.to. thre.e .. se.ctions . ., .. acc.ording to ... the rate 1 
per. second, .. and ave.reged • ....... Thaall .. we.re .not all of .. the scor.ea ob-
tained, . bu.t . a ... sampling. wa.s . . taken .near the ... first of._ the adminisi 
tration o:f .the. techniqua, ... from thos.e near the .middle 1 and all 
of those .obtai.ned .. the .. l .aat .... tw.o periods . . oi' the . course. 
The mean. s .c.or.e of the. group f .or . four practice exercises, 
at the ra.te. of .one"!:f'l.fth s.econd, .. was . 51 .• 5 per cent. The sett- 1 I 
ing at one-tenth .se.c.ond. seemed .. t .o .. present . the . mos .t difficulty. 
The score.s .remai.ned .cons1stent.ly .at about the .. same level, al-
1
11; 'hi though. prac.tice. was .. kep.t at .. t a spead for the major part of 
.
11 
the time. Six s.core.s .. we.re . aver.age.d for . . the .group at this spee 
with a resulting .. me.an sc.ore .... of .. 48.28. pe.r c.ent. . Becaus.e of the 
11 .fact the. t a plate.au .. had. been. re.ached .a.t .. one-tenth., . i.t .seemed 
'i 
1 advisable to .. see .wba.t .. effe.c.t . the. fas_ter s.peeds. would hav.e. 
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This proved .. to be . 1nteres.t1ng, . because. almo.st. immediately the 
scores made a . noticeable .increaa.e .. at .bo.th _the _rat.es of one-
twenty-fifth am one-fiftie.th seconds.. It s.e.eme.d to be eviden 
that as so.on as. they got .. by the .obstacle .. point their rate in-
creased· The mean. score at . one-twenty-fifth and one-fiftieth 
seconds was 57.48 per cent, which is . an appreciable increase 
over that at one-tenth second. 
The scores . whi.ch .have. been prese.nted do_ not show evidence 
of gains which .a.re . s.ta.ti.s .. tic.ally .. significant_. . However, . the in~ 
fluence of the . te.chnique.s. mentioned ... c.reat.e.d . _an awareness of I 
5 8 ~i 
I new phases of reading • ... Thi.s ... factor .. cannot_ be .discounted in 
I 
I 
! 
. I 
It 
I 
J, 
I 
I 
considering the all:-ov.er_ picture. and .. the .. effect of the 
techniques. 
Reading_ Res.ults . of Bo.th Groups . 
Comparison of .t.o_ta~ . gains ... ma.de. . . b:;r. .ea.ch .. group.-- The ex-
perimental and c.ontrol. groups_ we.r .e arr.ange.d .for comparison 
by the process of pairing. on. the basis .of the median score of 
the. pre.liminary. Iowa .. Si1en.t . . Reading .. T.est., Form Am. At the 
close of the semeste.r the. second . f .orm. o.t the Iowa. Silent Read-
ing Test, Form Bm, was_ gi.ven . to both groups, am t .be median 
scores computed. Statistic.al . compu.tations were made for each 
group, which show. a significant. ga1.n . of_ .the . experimental group 
over that made .by the. control. group. 
I 
The -experime_nta~. group showed .. a .. "'e.an. s.core of 158 ·36, w1 t 1 
a standard .davis tion or. .9 .• .00 .. on_ Fo.rm .Am. _ .. On Form .Bm the mean 
1 
was 172, . with .a standard .devia.tion .. o.f . 9 .•. 798 • . The 
II 
======='·___b__e._tw__een the tW__o_jp,~&ll. httret.or..e. 
difference I 
3·6~n sco.r.e_:g~c.d~nt~tB~f'' •~=== 
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The Critical Ratio was computed by the f.ormula: 
c. R· = 
-
________________ ._ ______ __ 
SE Di.f.fM 
l 
The Critical Ratio .for the. gains made .. by the experimental 
group was 4.54, whi.ch .. is .. a .. aignific.ant ga.i.n . at the . l per cent 
.level. 
The re.sult.s .. .for .the, c ontr.ol. group were_ computed in the 
same manner., bu.t di.d . no.t . show. signi:f.icant .gains .at the same 
level. The. mean .for Fo.rm .Am. was_.l64.50., .wi.th a . sta:rdard 
deviation of . 5.2.78, .whil.e. the me.an ... for .. Form.. Bm. w.as 171.79# 
w1 th a standard de.viation .... o:f. 11. • .586. The ... dif.ference between 
the two means is 7.29 med1an ... score points. _The C.rltical 
Ratio .for the gains. m.ade. by the . . control .. group. was 2.56 accord-
ing to the above .formula .• -· .This . gr..oup .. did. not show a signif'i• 
cant gain at the. l per cent level• 
The results whi.ch .. we.re .. shown by . thes.e. figures indicate J 
that the remedial. pr.o.ce.du.re.s __ .which .were. used. were. of' sufficien · 
value to produ.ce. a .. re.liab.le .. ine.rea.s .e . in .. reading .e.bili.ty. This 
would give evidence . . tha.t. .. such. a .course i.s ... w:or.thwhi.le and. ad vis 
able. The summary of the gai.ns .. i.a .gi.ven .. i.n . Tab.le_ .I. The com• 
I 
I 
paris on is shown in detail. .. in. a table .. in Appendix H. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
TABLE I 
Comparison of Reading .Gains Made By Ea.ch. Group 
r 
~--~G~r~ou~~--+-------B~e~f~o~r-. e--+------· ~A_r_t~e-r._ __ -+- ~ignif.~c~nce 
or ains 
M : 158.36 M = 172.00 Experimen.tel C.R. • 4e64 
S.D.: 9.00 S.D. • 9.'798 
M • 164.50 M a 171.79 
Control C.R. • 2.56 
s.n. = 5.278 S.D.• 11.586 
Relation of gains made .. to . i .ns.truction.-- The . scores of 
the subtests of both_ forms.6 . Am .a.rrl Bm, .were recorded for both 
groups and . computed statis.t.ically. f .or the. purpose of :finding 
out whether or not the gai.ns. made . by . the. experimental group 
were gree. ter in the _ test_s __ which corresponded _with areas where 
instruction had .been given, . . and 11. .they .were significantly 
larger than .tho.se . made .. . by .the .c.ontro.l . group • .. The .subtests 
which showed the. greate.s.t .amou.t .o.f .. gaill .were: Rate, Compre-
hension, .Directe.d .Reading, . and. Wo.rd .. Meaning • . The . e xperimental 
group made s i gnif.ieant. ge.insat . the 1. per . cent level in each 
of these 1 the Critical . . Ra tlo . being 3.52, . 3.33 1 3.50, and 4.04 
respectively. The control group did not make significant 
gains . in . any of these areas, the . Criti.ca.l Re.tio being 2.51, 
2.03, 2.24, and 2.26 respee.tively. 
----l-
1 
I 
6 0 
Each of these subtes.ts corresponds with. a specific area 
of instruction, and, thus., has_ defini.te .bearing. on remedial 
reeding. The Rate sub test corresponds to the speed practice, 
1 while the Comprehension sub.t _est paralle.~s the comprehension 
tests which accompani.ed . the s.peed tests. The Directed Reed-
ing subtest. corresponds to the instruction in finding the 
main idea and touches upon .the Q step in the SQ3R Method. 
The Word Meaning subtest is almos.t identical. to the vocabulary 
instruction. These .. facts . indi.ca.te tbs..t . the . gains were due to 
actual instruction and no.t just t .o . chan.ee.. Table II shows the 
mean, starrl.ard deviation and ... cri.tic.al .ra.tio of each subtest 
for both groups. 
Effects of intelligence . on reading.-... The. question of the 
relationship . of_ intelllg.ene.e . to reeding .abi.li ty has often been 
raised, . so the _ two . groups wer.e . arrange.d .. a.ce.ording .to the Ameri l 
can Council. of _ Education (A • . c. E.) Psychological Test percen-
tile scores. This is .. a schol.as.tia aptitude test, but it is 
used as an intelligence .tes.t. . The .. scores_ of' bo.th f .orms of the 
Iowa test and . the . amount .of. .. g.ain made .. . a.re. recorded. For the 
total group the .ave.reg.e. A· c. E. perc.e.n.tile s.core . for the ex-
perimental group was. 37.7, while .. :for the _ .control group 1 t was 
II 51.3. The result .. is .t .hat ... the . average . pereenti.le score for the .
1 
control . group is 13.6 points higher than t .he experimental 
group. However, the av.erage incre.as.e .. in median. score points 
for the experimental group i .s. 13.38, .. ard 7 .43. for the control 
group, . which i .s a . diff'.erence. of 6.95. points .in. favor of the 
Q&ri_ved thro:u _ 
! 
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TABLE II ;I 
I II I 
1: I Relation of Iowa Subtest Scores to Specific Areas of Instruction I 
II 
I 
I I . 
' 
.. 
. -
. . . 
-
Sub test E~erimenta1 GrouQ I Control GrouD 
Me m S. D. c.Ji. Me!ln s n~ . C.R~ 
Before -After Before After Before .After Before .After 
Rate . ••••••••••••.••• 15'7.93 180.88 23.96 16.62 3·52 152.69 164.6'7 16.50 i3.5'7 2·51 
Comprehension •••••••• 151.5.'7 171 •. 5.0 17.48 20.14 3e33 162 .• 21 172.02 15.03 15·74 2·03 
Directed Reading ••••• 147.57 161.60 11._37 14·33 3·50 159.00 169.83 13.49 16.80 2e24 ! 
Poetry Comprehension. 154.00 165.33 17.98 14.93 2.17 111.67 156.29 16.54 22.2'7 2.48 
Word Meaning ••••••••• 168.93 184.17 12.00 11.86 4.04 176.52 184.21 14.73 13.02 2.26 
I 
Sentene.e Meaning ••• • • 179.79 173.64 14.40 12·52 1e44 177.19 171·21 12·81 15.03 1e10 11 
Paragraph Comprehenl'!' ' . · .• II 
s1on . .............. 154.93 165.50 13.93 15.45 2·39 166.55 168.21 15.38 14.16 Oo37 11 
Use of Index········· 159.93 162.5'7 8.34 8.55 Oe93 165.33 166.00 12.67 21.29 0·12 1 
Key Words ••••••••••••• 165.10 175.64 15.46 19-79 1e8'7 176.6'7 1'76.83 17.54 15.87 Oe03 
I 
-- I I I 
I 
l I 
1' 0> /"'
I 
I ,, .. ~. 
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mathematics so they may differ s.lightly. from. the statistical 
figures given. previously. However 6 this . shows that 6 although I 
scholastic aptitude was higher_ in the control group. the amount I 
I of' gain in reading ability was less than that made by the exper-
1 
I 
!mental group. Even though there were gains made without reme- I 
1 dial instruction in the group with .higher. scholastic aptitude 
they were not suf.fi.ciently high .. to .indi..cate . . that higher intel-
1
ligence brought abou.t .. the .. . 1mpr.o.:vement 6 .or .... tha.t reading remedia• I 
tion would not ha.ve produced .ev.ea greate.r ... impro.vement. Table IIr 
I 
1 gives a . summary of. the compar1..son • .... Full ... d.eta.i.ls .. of. the __ compar- ' 
Jison are given. in Appendix I. 
I TABLE III 
Comparison of Reading Gains. Accor.ding . t .o _Intelligenc.e Level 
II Areas Me§.sured . Experimental Cop.trol 
II Average A.C .E. Perc.entile .• .•.••••• 37.'71 51·33 
!
Average Iowa Median Score 
Gains ........................ . 
!
Relative A.c.E. Percentile 
1 
Difference •••••••••••••••••••• 
- -
I
I Relative Iowa Median Score 
1 Gains •...•......••.•.••••••••• 
--
-5.95 
I 
The indications in the previous. tabl.e are further substan~ 
II t1ated statistically. Bo.th. groups . were. d1.v1ded. arbi.trarily into 
i three equal groups 6 . according t .o .the . to.tal . raw score of. the ex-
11 periment.al ~roup. The . divis.i .ons.. f'e.ll .into _quite natural breaks II 
II After .tha.t the. Iowa . gains. were computed statis-il in most cases. 
I 
J .,tj..c~l:y:_ . aruLthe_ci!Lti.c.a.L.Ra.ti..o :wAs...__o_b..tain.ad_fo.r_e..acb-ae.c..ti..on.,!!!==!l===== 
,, 
II 
ls_L_·_ 
j The Critical Ratio for gains made in the experimental group, ac1-l 
I cording to ascending ability, were: Section I--1.68, Section ' 
I 
1 II--3·27, Section III--3.14. For the control group they were: I 
Section I--2.46, Section II--0.189, Section III--2.47. I 
I 
I The implications are tha.t intelligence alone is not the 
controlling factor in reading ability or its improvement. The 1 
I 
lowest level in the experimental group did not make significant\ 
gains at the 5 per cent level, while the same section in the ~~ 11 control group made gains which were almost significant at the 
II I 2 per eent level. 
,I 
At the middle level the experimental group 
il made gains significant at the l per cent level, but the control 
At the upper leva l j significance at all. 
1 
group made gains of no 
1
j the experimental group again made gains of significance at the 
1\ l per cent level, but the control gains were not significant 
1\ 
I 
1 at the 2 per cent level~ ~e only conclusion which can be 
,I drawn from this is that, although a certain standard of intel- 1 
II ligence for one to read and comprehend at the college level, is : 
I, necessary, it does not determine the level of reading ability il 
nor the amount of gains which should be expected at any level 1 
!I 
,. 
II II of intelligence. A high intelligence level does not necessar-
1\ ily indicate that a similar level of reading ability will fol-
1 low. It is more natural to expect, however, that low-average 
I 
j intelligence would be more liable to cause a lower level of 
I reading ability. A summary of these s ta tis tics is given in 
il Table IV. Appendix J shows the divisions in detail• 
I 
I 
I 
-----1 
I 
--
-
!I 
I 
I 
TABLE IV 
Comparison of Reading Ability According to A.C.E. Scores 
Grouped in Three Levels* 
Tests Experimental Group Control GrO\lP 
~.c.E. Iowa M S.D. C.R. M S.D. C.R. Level Scores 
Before 153.21 12.36 161.43 4.66 
I 1e68 2.46 
After 167.71 12.66 1'70.71 6.18 
Before 158.29 5.52 164.21 3e77 
II 3·27 0.189 
After 1'71.41 6.09 165.07 7.32 
Before 164.64 4el2 168.39 2·25 
~II 3·14 2e4'7 
After 176.00 6.56 181.50 10.64 
Effect of Reading on School Grades 
I 
Comparison of grade-point averages of both groups·-- The 
II 
:purpose of this thesis is to determine whether remedial reading 
I 
., 
~ ould affect an appreciable gain in school grades. In order to 
II 
l~o this the grade-point averages of both groups were obtai ned 
for the semester ending January 6, 1949, which were those just 
prior to the beginning of this experiment. Also, the grade-poin 
, ~verages were computed after the experiment was finished, and 
I - ~omparison was made. 
I 
I The experimental group showed only 0.0'7 of a grade point 
~ncreaae, and the control group made a slight loss of 0.17 of a 
~rade-point, this being the average of the ~hole group in each 
lnatanee. However, neither of these was significant. The mean 
~ote: 
II 
Level I • 62-83. percentile; Level II = 85-94 percentile; 
Level III • 96-129 percentile. 
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a standard deviation of 0.77 1 and afterward it was 1.581 with a 
I 
!:standard deviation of 0.47 • The Critical Ratio was 0.035. The 
lt ean for the control group at the end of the first semester was 
1.85 1 with a standard deviation of 0.68. At the end of the 
!second semester1 the experimental period1 the mean was 1.481 
I 
~ith a standard deviation of 0.67. Table V gives the summary 
of the data 1 and Appendix K gives a detailed report. 
These results indicate that no change in the grade-point 
.averages was realized in the experimental group. There are sev-
1 
I 
~ral factors which may have affected these results to some ex-
tent1 and they will be considered in Chapter v. 
TABLE V 
Comparison of Grade-Point Averages for Both Groups 
Before and After the Experiment 
II 
Group M s. D. ~c_. R_. 
I 
!, Before After Before After 
II 
iEXperimental 1·51 1.58 0.77 . 0.035 
:control 1.65 1.48 0.68 0.67 0.078 
I 
II Relationship of reading to school grades.-- Inasmuch as 
"the grade-point averages of both groups remained comparatively 
~nchanged 1 there would seem to be little relationship between 
reading ability and school grades. The experimental group made I 
a significant increase in reading ability1 but it did not affect 
==-~~===~d====================~~==-~--==~====~==~-==~-~~-====~-==========IF~~==- ----
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• 
their grades. The c.o.ntro.l .. grou.p ... mada .. s.ome. impro.vement in read-
ing abilit7, but thei.r grades. w.er.e. not .af.f.e.cted s1gn1ficantl7• 
It is recognized, of . course., that .a certain amount of reading 
abilit7 is .necessacy tr.L.Order to do . co.ll.e.ge work, but this 
stud7 indicates .. that acbieveme.nt . in . schoo~. is not dependent 
upon the degr.ee .. of ... reading proficienC'J• 
-.-]! 
CHAPTER V 
I 
EVALUATION OF EXPERIMENT 
Student Evaluation 
Subjective comments.-- Interest among the students re• 
I mained consistently high throughout the course 1 as was mani-
1 .rested by comments made during that. period 1 end by the con-
I! t1nued presence of .a number of . upper-cla.ssmen, who entered only 1 
I 
: because they felt a . ne.ed. Reports were given to college admin• 1 
I j istrators by variou.s . students . about the .. bene.fi t which they had 
received. Other comments were given on the evaluat1 on sheet at 
the end of the course. Some of these. comments are given here 
1' as evidence of student opinion • 
. I 
"Very enthusiastic over the organization of material 
I studies. Intend to fol.low up what I have learned and build 
I I upon it as I go along. Thanks for your help arrl interest." 
11 "The remedial reading instruction, I believe, is a ·grave 
11 necessity here at Gordon College. The main reason that I did 
[ not gain as much .as I should have ••• is .becaus.e I did not put in I 
enough time." 
"I had only a short time to read a book, and it was then 
I realized .how much I had been helped." 
I 
Helpful suggestions were given by some about things which l 
I 
be changed, and where emphasis could be stronger. Many 
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comment. that if they .had applied themselves more dili- 1 - ---
1 
gently in practicing the. skills in. their own study, they would 
I have gained much more. 
Results of evaluation .check sheet.-- An evaluation check 
J 
sheet was banded out at the end. of _ the . course, and each stud-
11 
ent was as·ked . to cheek his opinion of the areas which were 
·I covered by 1 t. This was done anonymously so that frank opin-
' 
ions could be obtained. II 
,I 
II corded. The response fell into four categories, although the !\ 
I. wording is not always . the s.ama . within a category. These cate- I\ 
gories are: a. a lot, b. some (much)., e. none (no), d. not lj 
The percentage was computed for ea.e.h response and re-
1: 
done (not present). The average. :was .. ob.tained .for each ea tegory l 
I 
1 with the .following results: 38.03. pe.r . c.ent rece1 ved a lot of 
help, 6.35 per cent said .. they. r .ea.lized no . particular change in 
some special. phases, while 7 .9.4 per cent did not do the work, 
1
, or were not present for, some . of .the. phases dealt with. This 
!I .WOuld indicate that the largest percentage received some help, 
II I while, by for the .smalle.st percentage felt no improvement. 
!I This reveals tha.t the students felt . the course was beneficial. 
j1 Table VI shows the . responses .a.ccording . to percentages. 
! Evaluation of Procedures 
Administrat.ion of technig,ues.-- It is possible that more 
significant gains. could have .been made in the grade-point aver- ·: 
ages if some of the. technique.s had be.en . administer.ed dif.ferent- · 
lY• One major weakness that there was not suffi.ciEn t time for 
e e e 
-TABLE VI 
STUDENT EVALUATION OF COURSE 
R .. . . . I 
ellllOnfie__s bY Pe~centa2e __ _ 
. much 11 ttle ~ no . not . didn't .-1 
er bette_r__better or 
.. - ~- .- .. . 
I feel that the rapid 
perception helped me 28.6 61.9 9.5 
• I feel that the vocabulary 
study has helped me 33.3 66.7 0 
• The speed tests have helped increase my speed of reading 28.6 52.4 19.0 
• I am able to find the main idea am subordinate details 52·4 47.6 0 
I am able to see the organ-
ization of material 42.8 52.4 4.8 
• I feel that the SQ3R Method 
has helped me 52·4 38.1 4.7 
• The lectures on how to take 
examinations helped me 28.6 38.1 9.5 23·8 
~ - The course as a whole has benefited me 57.1 38.1 4.8 
I have kept vocabulary cards 
42.9 am find that they help me 9.5 
i9. 
42.96 11 
__ j :_ 
practice of some skills. to enable the s.tudents to acquire ef-
ficiency in them • .. If it could .ha.ve .been . . organized. so that a 
series of lessons . could have. been gi.ven .at .. one time on one or 
two skills be.fore going on .to .another . . they . would have become 
! better equipped. 
I 
This was especially true with the SQ.3R Method, and the 
organization of mater.ial.. These .. skills . e.ou.ld . only be touched 
upon in actual. practice 1 although. the . theo.ry: had be en gi van 
in other ways. 
The speed wo.rk should have been practiced on material 
which was more uniform., and more aceurate records kept so that : 
they could see what progress .was made. Spe.ed drills could have 
been a little longer in duration .and .. comprehension checks a 
be stressed more. 
In the vocabulary study more time .. should. have been spent 
in actual practice .in word. ana.lysi.s 1 . the use . of the dictionary 1 
derivations, em .-e.ontextual meanings. More strict requirements 
of outside practice of thi.s ... skill. is necessary. 
The tachistoscope. exereis.es .wer.a the moat consia.tantly 
I practiced • . However, practice on .the. mor.e .. rapid se.tti.ngs might 1 
I, I 
1_ have produced better resu.lts • .. The disadvantage . in this phase 1 
! was that it was a het.erogeneous groupe . The cla.sa should be I! 
; divided into small groups . o~. e6mparable levels of ability. Jl 
This applies to the course. as. a .whole . also. I 
I 
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Me t-er1.els used·-- The basic workbook. Better Work !Jabi ts ,1/l 
·is excellent material for this type of study because it covers 
I 
I 
a wide range of skills. progressing from simple exercises to 
This makes it possible for the more re-more difficult ones. 
l 
ltarded students to grasp the concept before they are 
I 
plunged in- 1 
in the last I ~ ~o more difficult practice material. The selections 
section of the workbook are especially good because they ere 
practicable for use in administering skills other than those for 
which they were specifically designed. 
However, this workbook should be supplemented by Stud2 
!Type of Reading Exercises.g/ in order that more uniform speed 
jand comprehension tests may be used. Also, this workbook has 
lsome fine material for use in teaching paragraph patterns and 
!organization of material. 
,j More practice on several of the techniques in textbook 
,, 
1lme terie 1 would be advisable so that a carry-over from t he sim-
I l'pler practice me teria 1 could be affected, thus producing better 
:results in scholastic achievement. 
Length of administration and other factors.-- Although a 
full semester of instruction was given, some time was lost for 
!actual practice because four lessons had to be taken for the 
:administration of t he diagnostic reading tests~ Also, there 
I 
I ~Rachel Salisbury, Better Work Habits, Scott, Foresman and 
I 
. I 
I 
!Company, New York, ( c • 1932) 1 219 P• 
W Ruth Strang, Op. Cit., 112 P• l1 
I I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
was a delay in the arrival of the workbook, which necessitated 
more time being· given to lectures. 
Another factor which could have had a serious effect on 
the grade-point averages was that the semester was shortened 
so that an accelerated program was necessary. This caused 
greater tension and leas opportunity for the assimilation of 
the remedial techniques taught. Furthermore, the administratio 
felt it necessary, during this particular semester, to require 
the faculty to be more strict in assigning grades, which lowere 
the level to some extent. 
One condition which proved to be bad was the convening of 
l one class in the afternoon. This came shortly after lunch, and 
most of the class were sleepy e.nd could not concentrate as well.! 
It showed up es- I especially after a full forenoon of classes. 
ll pecially in their tachls toscope scores • 
of instruction be given I' 1! It is recommended that a full year 
I 
wherever possible, in order to allow for longer periods of prac 
tice on important techniques and for more carry-over into text-
book material. Also, three class periods a week would be more 
!advantageous because it would not leave so much time to elapse 
I 
!between practice periods, and their gains would be more rapid. 
\, Forenoon classes are preferable. 
I 
:I 
!I 
II 
II 
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CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSION AND LIMITATIONS OF STUDY 
Review of Procedures 
Major premise reviewed·-- The major premise of this thesis 
is that reading ability 
and that improvement in 
has a definite effect upon school grad~~ 
reading .ability should produce improve- ! 
ment in grades. It was believed .. tha.t . scho~astic .achievement 
1 depended more on reading proficienc.y: than on some other factors 1 
. II 
such as the intelligence .level, _as has ... been .. thought previously. I 
II 
Scope. of the study.-- Two groups of s.tudents from the I 
freshman and sophomore classes .of G.ordon. C.ollege wer.e estab-
liahed, each containing twenty-one a.tudent.s. One group was 
I 
the experimental group, .t .o whom remediaL instruction was given, I 
and the other was the con.trol group, . to whom no special in-
struction was given. 
The experimental group reee.ived remedial. instruction in 
reading techniques for a period of one semester, meeting for 
two forty-five minute . peri.ods. each we.e_k. . At . the end . of this 
time results were .me.asured an.d . comp.are.d . for both groups. 
Reading techniaues .. administered.-- Diagnosis of the areas I 
of difficul.ty was. determined .on .. the. basis . of the Iowa Silent i 
I 
il 
II I! determined that the major. weakness.e .s . lay in. vocabule.ry, speed, 
1
• 
'I I ~nd-comp~~h~~~~-~================================= =============F======== 
Reading Test, Fo.rm Am, the Cooperative C2T Test, am the Ohio 
State Psychological Test. On the . basis of these tests it was 
To correct the vocabulary de.ficiency, instruction was 
given in word analysis, (i.e., prefixes, roots and suffixes), 
contextual meaning, matching exerci.ses ... for word recognition, 
derivation of words from foreign .languages, and developing a 
vocabulary card file. 
Speed of reading was developed by emphasis on increasing 
the eye span, through lecture and the use of the tachistoscope. 
Furthermore, the tachistosc.ope was .used to increase the speed 
' of perception by flashing five-digit numbers on a board, with 
a gradual increase in speed from one-half. second to one-hun-
dredth second. .Exerci.ses . were used. from the . workbook, Better 
Work Habits by Rache 1 Salisbury 1/, for increasing speed and 
comprehension, .in . the. form of .short, . timed. te.sts. Comprehen-
sion questions were devised to . measure the .amount retained. 
Comprehension was increased by instru.ction and practice 
in determining the_ mai.n . i .dea and .subordinate de tails of a 
paragraph, organi.zation of material and paragraph patterns 1 
outlining, and use of key word.s. The . SQ,3R method, as describe 
by .. Robinson in Effective StudyY, was introduced and some prac 
tice given to promote greater comprehension. 
1/ Op. Cit. 219 P• 
I 
1 2/ Francis P. Robinson, Effective Studz, Harper and Brothers, 
i: lfew York, (c. 1946), 262 P• 
i ~ 
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I Results of Procedures 
Measurement of' . pr.ogress ·-- At the end of' the semester Form I 
II Bm of' the Iowa Silent Reading Test was administered to both 
groups, and compared -with the scores of Form Am to determine 
the amount of increase in reading which had been made by each 
group. The experimental group showed a mean median score of 
158.36 on Form Am, with a standard deviation of 9.oo. On Form 
Bm the mean was 172, with a standard deviation of' 9.798. The 
gain made was 13.64 medie.n soore .points, with a Critical Ratio 
I of' 4.64, which is significant at the 1 per cent level. 
I I 
I· 
II 
I 
II 
The results . for the control group were measured in a sim- I 
ilar manner. The mean. for Form Am. was 164.50 1 with a standard I 
I, 
standard deviation of 11.586. The difference between the two I' 
deviation of 5.278. Form Bm showed a mean of 171.79, with a 
,, means is 9.29 median score points .• The Critical Ratio for the 1 
gains made by the control group was 2.56 1 which is not a sig• I 
II Effect of'_ reading .on scho.ol .grades·-- The grade point av-
nificant gain at the 1 per cent level. 
erages for both groups were computed for the previous semester, 11 
and, likewise, at the end of the cur.rent. semester. The exper-
11 !mental group showed only a gain of 0.0'7 grade points, while 
II the control group showed e. slight .los.s of 0.17 grade points. 
I, The mean grade point for the experimental group before the ex-
periment was le6l, with a standard deviation of 0.77 1 while 
ill 
1 
I 
I afterward it was 1.58, with a standard deviation of 0.4.7. The 
Critical Ratio was 0.035. The mean for the eont~Ql_group at jl 
the beginning of the semester was 1.65, with a standard devia-
tion of o.ss. At the end of the semester it was 1.48 1 with a 
standard deviation of o.e7. The Critical Ratio was 0.078. 
The gains and losses made by each group were not signifi-
cant statistically. This would indicate that increased pro-
ficiency in reading did not affect the scholastic achievement 
in either group. 
Relationship of reading abili.ty . to intelligence.-- The ef-
fect of intelligence on .reading ability .was sought by compar-
ing the intelligence level of. both groups, as well as the gains 
made in reading. Both. groups . were. divided arbitrarily into 
j . three equal groups 1 ac.cording to . the total.· raw scores of the 
experimental group on the A • . c. E. The Iowa gains were com-
puted statistically for each .section of the experimental group. 
The groups were arranged .aeeord1ng to ascending ability on the 
A· c. E., and the Critical. Ratios of gains made in reading by 
sections were: Section I--1.68, . Section II.,.-3.27, Section III-
3·14· For the contro.l group they were: Section I--2.46, Sec-
tion II--.189, and Section III--2.47. 
These figures show that the lowest level in the experimen 
tal group did not make signific.ant gain .at the .5 per cent level, 
while the same level in the . control group made gains which 
were almost signif.i .cant at the 2 per cent level. The gains 
made at the middle level by the experimental . group were signl.-
ficant at the 1 per cent level, but the control group made no 
significant gains • At the upper level .the experimental group 
77 
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gains significant at the 1 per cent level, but the gains 
by the control group were not significant at the 2 per 
I cent level. 
!1 The inevitable conclusion to be drawn .from these sts. tis-
:ltics is that 1 although a certain standard o.f intelligence is 
necessary for one to be able to read at the college level, it 
does not determine the level of reading ability nor the amount 
:~:r gains which should be expected at any level of intelligence. 
!~igh intelligence may be accompanied by either a high degree of 
. eading ability or by various degrees of de.ficiency in reading. 
I 
!However, it is more logical to expect low reading ability to 
II 
I ollow low-average intelligence. 
I 
Summary and Conclusions 
Effect of reading on grades.-- Upon the basis of this ex-
1 eriment it is necessary to conclude that increased reading I 
lf roficiency does not substantially affect scholastic ach1eve-
lr ent. It has been possible to produce a greater increase in 
!reading ability, through classes in reading instruction, than 
~ hat which was atta i ned by the group which had no help. How-
r ver, the grade-point averages of both groups were comparative-
~y unaffected in this study. This would indicate that scholas-
lf ic achievement is not primarily dependent upon a high degree 
lb. f reading ability, and that increased reading pro.ficiency does 
I 
hot necessarily produce an increase in college grades. 
·I 
il Relationship o.f intelligence to reading ability.-- The 
I< 
ikignificance of the effect of the level o.f intelligence on the 
II 
I 
I 
II 
,, 
i 
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lastic achievement 1 and since reeding ability is not controlle~ I 
exclusively by the intelligence level 1 it would seem that the 11 
intelligence level and scholastic achievement were more closel 
I 
I 
related 1 and reading ability is an accessory factor1 from the I 
evidence of this limited study. 
-~;~~tations . and Suggestions for Further Study 
Limitations.-- The sampling in this experiment was small 
so the results would have to be ev~luated in the light of that 
However 1 results proved to be statistically significant. 
The instruction could have been better organized, and, j 
thus 1 proaoted greater gains in grade points. A differentiat- , 
ed program should have been established to meet the needs of 
the various levels of ability. Selection of materials needs 
to be improved and the number of instrumental aids increased. 
More systematic recording .of scores is necessary also. 
Results were based on immediate re-test. It would have 
had greater significance in regard to the effectiveness of 
reading _ instruction _ a~d _its permanence if a re-test were given 
during the following semester. This would allow ti~ for as-
- .-
similation of the techniques 1 and perhaps produce some effect 
- - - - . . . 
f 
on their grade poin~s _ • . ~t would tndicate 1 a lso 1 how much de-
pendence _ ~an be placed on thepre~ent results. 
ll Suggestions for further study.-- It would be beneficial 11 
II 
to conduct a similar study and correlate intelligence scores, 1 
7 9 
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I 
I 
,. 
,, 
I 
I 
reading scores and grade-point averages to determine which are 
the most reliable criteria of judgment for predicting college 
success. 
Another correlation could be made between high school 
grades and reading ability, and college grades and reading 
ability to see whether high school _grades or reading scores 
were more reliable criteria of judgment for admission into 
college. 
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APPENDIX A 
VOCABULARY AND ILLUSTRATIVE SENTENCES 
USING PREFIXES 
abdicate 4. abnormal 7. abscond 
abduct 5. aboriginal 8. abstinence 
abhorrent 6. abnegate 9. abstruse 
10. absolve 
1 85 
1. King Edward VII said he would abdicate rather than give up ' 
Mrs. Wallis Simpson. I 
2. The gangsters were foiled in their attempt to abduct the child. 
3. The circumstances in which we found them were abhorrent. 
4. The boy showed abnormal tendencies which caused much concern. 
5. The aboriginal tribes of China have an animistic religion. 
6. The jury abnegated his petition for pardon. 
7. The woman and man planned to abscond but were prevented . 
8. The man realized that through abstinence was the only vvay 
he could co~quer his weakness. 
9. To mamy people philosophy is an abstruse subject. 
I 10. The lawyer sought to persuade the jury to absolve his client. 
ad 
1. accede 4. adduce 7. advisement 
2. acclimate 5. adjure 8. admixture 
3. accost 6. admissible 9. adherence 
10. attribute 
1. The man acceded that his opponent was right. 
2. When moving to a new part of the country it is necessary 
for one to acclimate himself. 
3. The man accosted his friend as he walked down the street. 
4. The complaintant adduced evidence of his innocence. 
5. The widow adjured the landlord not to evict her. 
6. The student was considered admissible to the school. 
7. The question was taken under advisement by the Student Council. 
8. There was an admixture of feeling among the group about 
the situation. 
9. The man was known for his adherence to the principle of 
fair play. 
10. The authorities attributed the accident to recklessness. 
ante 
1. antecedent 4. ante-chamber 
2. antedate 5. fu"lt e-room 
3. anteprohibition 6. ante-diluvian 
1. The rise of the Nazi Party was antecedent to \'Torld ivar II. 
2. The Coolidge regime antedated the New Deal. 
APPENDIX B - 1 
ARTICLE G 
1. The purpose of Henry II was to _____ the _____ which resulted 
from the previous reign. 
2. The trouble with his brother Geoffrey led to _____ with King 
Louis of 
----
3. One of the greatest troubles which he had was with • 
4. Gilbert I a Becket was by a Saracen lady. 
5. She him to London. 
6. She found him by saying English words. 
7. I Thomas a Becket was being considered for the office of 
8. The French people were impressed by his _____ • 
I 9. Thomas a Becket loved to be ____ • 
10. He called attention to himself by ____ ~his manner of life. 
11. He began to assert the _____ of the church in making appoint-
12. 
13. 
ments. 
I 
n1e king was because of a Becket's actions. 
I 
a Becket left the country to appeal to the when the 
king accused him of high treason. 
14. After he returned to England he _____ three of his enemies. 
' ' 15. As a result of the kin's hasty words a Becket was 
'----by four knights. 
16. The king had to _______ in order to be reconciled to the 
church after this crime. 
KEY 
:_1. 13. · pope 
II 
86 
• 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
destroy, evil 
\var, France 
church 
7. 
a. 
9. 
archbishop 
wealth 
famous 
changing 
14. excommunicated 
loved 
followed 
tv-ro 
10. 
11. 
12. 
power or authority 
angry 
15. killed 
16. do penance 
I 
lj 
APPENDIX B - 2 
ARTICLE B 
True-False 
1. Both male and female elephants were used in the war. 
2. El ephants are not temperamental. 
3. Elephants are used because they stay calm under fire. 
4. Cow elephants like to work and show their strength. 
5. The phrase 11 the memory of an elephant 11 has no basis. 
6. Elephants do not mind medical treatment. 
7. Elephants pretend that they do not like medicine. 
8. Because the el,phant is large it does not like to be 
played with. 
9. The elephant likes to- play jokes. 
10. Elephants have a sense of right and wrong. 
KEY 
1. l'alse 6. True 
2. False 7. True 
3. False 8. False 
4. True 9. True 
5. False 10. True 
=== ---------==-=~ ----_ 
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APPENDIX C - 1 
VOCABULARY 
Place the number of the 
riate blank in column I. 
1. phlegmatic 
=2. interdicted 
3. salutary 
-
_4. exonerate 
5. circuitous 
=6. impereeptible 
--
7. assiduous 
_8. esoteric 
___ 9 . meticulous 
10. extirpation 
--
Place the number of the 
riate blank in column I. 
__ 1. synthesized 
2. succinctly 
=3. affinity 
__ 4. evanescent 
5. u.11obtrus:t vely 
-6. tutelttge 
-7. cliche 
-8. euphemism 
9. dearth 
_10. immanent 
word 
word 
in column two in the approp-
1. beneficial 
2. free from blame 
3. eradication 
4. forbidden 
5. indifferent 
6. persistent 
7. excessively careful 
8. not easily aroused 
9. unconquerable 
10. roundabout 
11. imitate 
12. very slight 
13. hostility 
14. secret 
in column II in the approp-
1. briefly 
2. substitution of pleasant 
word for unpleasant one 
3. vanishing 
4. uncertain 
5. attraction 
6. trite phrase 
7. embarrassed 
8. combined 
9. inherent 
10. withdrawing 
11. instruction 
12. excessiveness 
13. lack of sufficiency 
14. inclined 
Give the definition of the underlined word, being mindful 
of the prefix. 
1. The superintendent disallowed the leave of absence of his 
emplpyee·~--~------~ 
2. The nechanic disassembled the car to find the trouble...s•--• 1 
3. It was difficult to disassociate the two ideas because / 
they were so similar·--~~~---
4. The professor disconcerted his students because of his 
stran~e ~heories~--~~~~==~. 
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APPENDIX C - 2 
VOCABULARY 
Substitute other words for underlined words. 
1. The snake exuded( ) poison from his fangs. 
2. The activities in Russia portend( ) of the possibility 
of war. 
3. The crowd manifested an apathl( ) toward the speaker. 
4. The two men were in a Jocular ) mood. 
5. Epochs( ) of time have passed since the first Easter. 
6. It became evident that the girl had latent( )talent. 
7. Students often try to emulate( ) the character! sties 
a. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. la. 
of their professors. 
The defendant produced_pallable( )evidence of innocence. 
The thief tried to expunge ) all traces of his work. I' 
19. 
20. 
The man had an indomitable( ) will. : 
The senator adduced( ) proof that his statement was true , 
The lecturer showed a predilection( ) for Communism. 111 
Mid.as was a parsimonious( )man. 
Her departure was proximate( . ) to that of her brother. 
The organization functioned as an autonom).( ) 
The house stood in Juxtaposition( to the school. 
The man conspicuous because of his corpulence. ( ) • 
The woman was disliked because of her unmitigated( ) I 
sarcasm. 
Perception is gained through the 
~ne man eschewed( ) the use 
Exercise II 
q 
periphery( ) of the ey ~ . 
of intoxicating drink. 
1. The professor tried to elucidate( ) the theory. 
2. It was a very rudimentary( ) procedure which was used. 
3. Al Capone was a nefarious( ) character. ~~ 
4. The men on the raft looked cadaverous( ) when they were ! 
found. 
5. The politician avouched( ) the principles which he held. 
6. The counselor must establish rapport( ) with his client. 
7. Crystallization( ) of thought is necessary before I 
good conclusions can be drawn. 
a. The man was discreet( ) in his relationship with women 
9. 
10. 
11. 
' 12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
employees. 
The professor gave too much irrelevant( ) material. 
It was necessary for the ~overnment to curtail( ) food. 
She gave her candid( ) opinion about the matter. 
The group looked askance( ) at her decision. 
There was much redundancy{ ) in the lecture material. 
He could not understand t~e .1argon( ) which the doctors u13ed. 
He 1r1as unremitting( ) in his attitude toward her. 
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APPENDIX D - 1 
ARTICLE K 
SQ3R . QUESTlONS 
f. 
r:. 
1. The problem discussed in this article is ________ -------------
2. There are ________ agencies which try to combat disease. 
3. The head of a state board is the __________ • 
4. The Public Health Service guards against disease from 
--------· 
5. There are _______ National Health Ag·encies. 
6. Name the five problems of health. 
• 
1. _____________ , 2. ________ , 3. ______ , 4. _____ , 5. ____ 
7. The ehief enemies of air and light are ____ and _______ • 
8. People are safeguarded against diseased food by _____ __ • 
9. Disposal of refuse should be taken care of by the ________ • 
10. discovered that germs cause 
disease. 
KEY 
1. Safeguarding health 
2. four 
3. co mmissioner 
4. other l ands 
5. four 
6. a ir and light, water, pure food, wastes, epidemics. 
7. dust and smoke 
8. inspection 
9. city 
10. Louis Pasteur 
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APPENDIX D - 2 
Student Evaluation of Course in Remedial Reading 
1· I feel that the rapid perception exercises helped me 
b. some 
-...,.---a. a lot...._.,....._ c. none 
---
2· I feel that the vocabulary study has helped me 
b. some 
~---
·· a. a lot;...... __ c. none 
---
3. The speed tests have helped to inc.rease m~ speed or reading 
a • . a lot_-- c. none 
----
4. I am able to find the main idea and subordinate details 
a. much better b. a little better c. no better 
- - · ---
s. I am ~ble to see th~ ()rganiza tlon of material 
II a. much better ___ b. a little better ___ c. no better ___ _ 
\ 6. I fee 1 that the SQ,3R method of study has helped me 
I 
a. a lot 
7. The lectures on how to take examinations helped me 
b. sane ___ _ c. none __ __ 
1
! a. a lo.t;......__,_ b. some. ___ _ 
Is. The course as a whole has benefited me c. none ---
b. some 
--.......--
a. a lot:--- c. none 
---
9. I have kept vocabular.y cards and find that they help me 
a. a lot 
·---
b. some ___ _ c. none 
---
de I did not keep them 
-----
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I TABlE I 
I 
I 
Cooperative C2T Scores £or the .Experimental Group 
Comprehension 
Student Vocabulary Speed Level Total 
Percentile Scores 
Baglow ••••••••• 20 11 20 15 
I Breton••••••••• 61 9 14 12 
Chase •••••••••• 51 51 93 70 
Crowell•••••••• 15 7 10 8 
i Dutton••••••••• 42 29 48 42 Fern ••••••••••• 30 3 6 8 I Garland • •. • • • • • 27 12 24 19 
HayeS•••••••••• 51 51 93 65 
Irwin •••••••••• 12 12 11 15 II Lake ••••••••••• 38 27 44 34 
I Lapalre •••••••• 63 75 71 65 
'1 Mudge •••••••••• 13 4 8 5 I 
·1 Picciano ••••• •. 21 40 66 41 
, Rice ••••••••••• 95 60 99 96 I 
I Stratton ••••••• 30 40 65 44 I I Wakeling ••••••• 30 11 21 19 I : 
I Walton ••••••••• 11 47 83 48 I 
' White •••••••••• 7 20 36 18 I 
Wi tha!Jl· • • • • • • • • 23 40 70 44 I 
Worten ••••••••• I 
' -- -- -- --
I 
Worth•••••••••• 9 43 78 44 I I 
I 
I 
Average 32.45 29.60 48.00 36.35 
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APPENDIX F 
I 
I TABIE II 
I 
Ohio State Psychological Scores for the EOCperimental G~oup 
I 
Same- Reading 
Student Opposites Analogies Comprehension Total 
I Percentile Scores 
IBaglow ••••• 65 59 49 85 
Breton ••••• 83 95 73 88 
Chase •••••• 61 46 68 57 
:Crowell· •••• 21 13 26 17 
11 Dutton,•. •. • • 83 83 62 79 
Fern •••• •. • • 53 24 35 34 
lj Garla IXi. •. • • 33 55 45 46 
11 Haye s ••• • •• 69 70 49 65 
\Irwin •••••• 67 61 36 47 
Lake ••••••• 61 26 35 38 
Lapaire •••• 65 48 59 56 
Mudge••••••• 21 38 34 26 
1 Picciano. • •• 45 57 76 61 
!Rice •••••••• 94 89 79 89 
Stratton. • • • 61 66 49 61 
Wake ling •••• 53 89 49 72 
1 Walton. •. • • • 41 43 49 54 
J White •••••• 33 76 39 57 
Witham. • •• • 49 57 62 57 
Worten ••••• 1 10 5 3 
\Worth•••••• 29 36 20 27 
1! Average 60.86 53.86 49.89 52.86 
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APPENDIX G I I' I TABLE III II 
Comparison of Scores of Iowa Silent Reading 1 Cooperative 
I C2T., and Ohio State Psychological Tests of Experimental Group i: 
Ohio I Iowa Cooperative State I I Student Form Am Form Bm c2_T Psychological I I 
Total Percentile Scores I 
I Baglow •••••• 9 17 20 85 I I I 
Breton•••••• 4 37 12 88 I Chase ••••••• 14 50 70 57 I Crowell••••• 1 6 17 8 I Dutton•••••• 19 50 42 79 
I I Fern•••••••• 12 42 8 34 Garl.B.nd •• • • • 9 23 19 46 
I Hayes ••••••• 24 57 65 65 Irwin ••••••• 6 11 15 47 
Lake•••••••• 24 24 34 38 
Mudge ••••••• 8 14 5 26 
Picciano •• •. 23 46 41 61 I I Rice • . • •• •. • • 10 17 96 89 Stratton •••• 7 22 44 61 
Wake ling. • • • 1 32 19 72 
Walton•••••• 19 46 48 54 
Witham •••••• 17 50 44 57 
White ••••••• 16 57 18 57 
Worten•••••• 10 4 -- 3 
Worth······· 23 50 44 27 
Average 13.70 33.57. 36.35 52.86 
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I TABLE IV I I 
Comparison of Reading Gains . Made By Each Group I 
Experimental Group Contro.l Group .. . .... -
Iowa T.es t Iowa Teat Differ-
Student Form Am. Form Bm Gains Student Form Am Form Bm Gains _ence I 
Median Scores Median Scores 
Baglow ••••• 157 164 7 Foster ••••• 162 157 -5 12 I Breton ••••• 150 175 25 Durbney •••• 154 176 22 3 
Chase •••••• 162 181 19 Johrison •••• 168 167 1 18 
Crowell·••• 130 153 23 Murdoch •••• 155 175 20 3 I 
Dutton ••••• 165 181 16 Udall•••••• 168 208 40 -24 I Fern••••••• 160 177 1'7 Dickinson •• 165 166 l 16 
Garland •••• 157 188 11 Stovall•.• •• 164 163 -1 12 
Hayes •••••• 169 184 15 Boutwell· •. 169 178 7 8 
Irwin•••••• 153 159 8 Mentus •• • •• 159 171 12 
- 6 
Lake· •••••• 169 169 0 Wilbour •••• 169 175 6 _.~.6 
Lapaire •••• 185 181 16 Ellis •••• •. 169 179 10 e 
Mudge •••••• 155 162 7 Bubar •••••• 180 164 4 3 
Picciano ••• 168 179 11 Janssen •••• 170 183 13 
- 2 Rica ••••••• 158 184 6 Lambert •••• 164 168 2 4 
Stratton ••• 154 187 13 Yeghoyan ••• 161 173 12 1 
Wake1ing •• • 141 173 32 Butcher •••• 156 180 4 28 
Walton ••••• 165 179 14 Hale •••• •. • 169 182 13 1 
White •••••• 163 184 21 Hustin ••••• 168 153 -15 36 
Witham ••••• 164 181 17 Tranter •••• 171 181 10 7 
Worten ••••• 158 150 .. a B1omstedt •• 164 176 12 -20 
Worth •• • •• • 168 181 13 Hatch •••••• 1'71 159 -12 25 
Average Experimental Difference 5· 9.5 
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APPENDIX I 
TABLE V 
Comparison of Reading Gains By Pairing the Groups According to A.C.E. Percentiles 
P===============r================;=========ll 
, Experimental Grou~ Control Group Relative Difference· 
II lowa Iowa . o.f-Contror-Group -··· -- ---~ , 
A.c .E. Mad. Score · A.C.E. - Med. Score 
~tudent ~ercentile Gains Student Percentile Gains ·A.C.E. Iowa Gains 
rkeling .. 6 
rwin••••• 9 
rowell·· 10 
a,-ea •••• 11 
Worten •••• 21 
!fern •••••• 23 ~ite •••• 24 
Garland •• 26 1gtr~tton •• 30 rae ..... :so ice~~ ••• ~ 32 
aglow •••• 37 
orth~ •••• 37 
~raton •• ~~ 38 
alton~ ••• 48 
Putton ••• 50 
!Mudge.~- ••• 61 
~paire .. 66 
1 ke · ••••• 66 
r tham. ~ •• 78 
1 cciano. 89 
I 
I 
I 
I 
-,-
I 
32 
6 
23 
15 
- . 8 
17 
21 
11 
13 
19 
6 
~ '7 
1'3 
25 
14 
16 
'7 
16 
· o 
1? 
11 
--
Durbriet-~ ~ ~ 
Boutwell.~ 
Bubar ·~. -.· ;~ 
Yeghoyan~~ 
Mantua •• ~~ 
Hatch~ -.- •• ~ 
Murdoch~~~ 
stovaTr;;; 
Foster;;~ ;I 
Hua·tni; ~ ~- ~ 
Dickiri~fon; 
Butcher~ ; ; 
E1I1a ~ •~- ~;; 
.ronri~~•o·n;; ~ 
Le:mbert~ ~ ~ 
Biomstedt~ 
Hale~ ; -.-~;; 
Wilbour;; ~ 
Tranter ••• 
uaa11.· ~;; ;1 
Jan a sen ••• 
19 
23 
25 
26 
30 
30 
32 
36 
44 
50 
52 
54 
56 
61 
62 
64 
()8 
73 
80 
96 
97 
22 13 -10 
7 14 + 1 
4 2 -19 
12 15 ~ 3 
12 9 .. 20 
-12 7 -29 
20 · a ~ 1 
~ 1 10 ~12 
~ --5 14 ~18 
-15 20 ~35 
1 20 ~ 5 
4 17 ~ 3 
10 19 ~ " 3 
.. ·• 1 23 -24 
' 2 14 .;.;12 
12 14 ;,;. 4 
13 7 ~ 6 
'6 7 .;.;10 
10 14 ~10 
40 18 +23 
13 ~- + 3 
. -· · 
Average 13.62 - 5· :;9~5 I t~ 
<J:) 
Q') 
I 
I 
r 19 7 cj . ~ 
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TABLE VI I 
1: Comparison of Reading Ability of Both Groups According to 
Three A.c.E. Levels II 
Experimental Group Control Group II 
. '· 11 
Level I II II 
li I A~C -~E. Iowa Test A.C~E. Iowa Test I II . · Total · ·Total 
I Student Raw Score Am Bm Student Raw Score Am Bm i 
I I !Wake ling •• 62 141 173 Dtirbney •• 78 154 176 I j!:rwin ••••• 67 153 159 Yeghoyan. 80 161 173 
prowell·· •• 69 130 153 . Boutwell. 82 169 177 I .. ! 
Hayes ••••• 72 169 184 Bubar •••• 84 160 164 
Fern ••••• • 77 160 177 Hatch• • • • 88 171 159 
Wh1 te ••••• 83 163 184 Mantua ••• 88 159 171 
Worten. • • • I 83 158 150 Murdoch·· 89 155 175 
11 Iow~ Results M S.D. C.R. Iowa Results M S.D. C.R. I d 
II 
.. I Before 153.21 12.36 1.68 Before 161.43 4.66 i 2e46 
I I After 167.71 12.66 After 170.71 6.18 I 
II 
I II Level II 
.. . ·- . . 
I A~c ·.·E. Iowa Test A.C.E. Iowa Test 
I Total ·Total 
1 Student ~aw Score Am Bm Student Raw Score Am Bm II 
I 85 157 168 Stovall·· 93 164 163 Gar it nd ••• ~Vforth ••••• 86 168 181 Foster ••• 97 162 157 
Chase ••••• 88 162 181 Ellis •••• 100 169 179 ~ice •••••• 89 158 164 Hus tin ••• 100 168 153 ~trat ton. • 89 154 167 Dickinson 101 165 166 
IJ3aglow ~ ~ •• 92 157 164 Butcher.~ 102 156 160 
rBreton •••• 94 150 175 Lambert • • · 105 164 166 
II Iowa Results M s.p. C.R. Iowa Results M S.D. C.R. II 
I Before 158.29 5.52 Before 164.21 3.77 
II 3.27 .. . 0.189 
I After 171.41 6.09 After 165.07 7.32 I, 
I 
I 
continued 
' 
I, 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
A.C.E. 
Total 
Student Raw Score 
~alton ••• 96 
Dutton ••• 9'7 
udge •• ~. 106 
e. • • • • 106 
palre.~ 109 
~k -·-- ·. 
I~! thain •• ~ 118 l ie ciano. ··· 129 
I Iowa . Results_ . . M 
ll 
II 
II 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
Before 164.6~ 
After 1'76.00 
APPENDIX J ~ 2 
TABLE VI Concluded 
Level III 
Iowa Teat A.C.E. 
Total 
Am Bm .student Raw Score 
165 1'79 Johnson •• 106 
165 181 He 1e ~ ~ ••• 10'7 
155 162 B1omstedt 108 
1£9 169 Wilbdtir~ ~ 111 
165 181 Tranter.~ 11 '7 
164 181 Uda 11-.·. ~ ~ 142 
168 1'79 Janssen.-. · - 146 
$.D.- c·.R. Iowa Results M 
4.12 ... Befor.e 168.;39 
6.56 3.14 After 181.50 
Iowa 
Am 
166 
169 
164 
169 
1'71 
168 
1'70 
S.D. 
2·2~ 
10.64 
. 
•· 
Test 
Bm 
16'7 
182 
1'76 
1'75 
181 
208 
183 
C.R. 
.. 
2.4'7 
i 
I 
98 
I 
I 
-
' 
I 
I 
II 
I 
., 
I 
il 9 9 - ~ ., 
APPENDIX K 
TABLE VII 
Comparison of Grade-Point Averages Before ani After the 
Experiment I ~ 
Experimental Group I Control Group !I 
Grade-Point Ave. Grade-Point Ave. 
II I Student Before After Student Before After 
Baglow. • • • 1.47 1.47 Blomstedt. 1·50 1.67 I 
Breton •••• 1.63 1~79 Boutwell •• 2.00 1~83 
Chase ••••• 1~43 1~60 Bubar •• · ••• 1.15 0.91 
Crowell··· 1·82 1.41 Butcher.~. 0.93 0.57 
Dutton~.~. 2~33 1~81 Dickinson~ 1.86 1.80 
I Fern.· ••• • • 2.86 2 ~'5:3 Durbney •• ~ 2·18 1.69 Ga rle.n d~ ~ ~ 1.73 1~54 Ellis.~~~~ 1~57 1·40 
I Hayes.~.~~ ·· r.67 1~67 Foster~.~~ 1~35 1~82 
Irwin~~~~~ -1~22 +1~67 Hale.~ •• ~~ 2~13 2~33 
Lake.~.· ~~~ 1~79 2~00 Hatch~~~~~ 2~64 2.21 
Laps ire •• ~ 0.23 0~93 Hustfri.· ~. ~ 1.40 r.o6 
I Mudge~- ••• • 1.64 1.25 . Janssen ••• 2-53 le90 
! Picciano.~ 2~17 1~33 Johnson. ••• 1.33 -o.oa 
I Rice •• ~ •• ~ 1~91 2~50 Lambert. ~ • 1~25 1·44 I I Stratton~. 2.00 1~41 Mantua •••• 1~36 0.54 
I Wake ling.~ 
2~39 2~00 Murdoch.~. 1.06 0.44 
Walt6n~. ~ ~ 1~07 1~20 Stovall ... 2.00 1.71 
I 
Wlii t e •· ~ ~ ~ ~ 2~00 2~00 Tranter ••• -0.45 +1.36 
Withem •• ~~ 1~27 0~50 Udall·~-••• 2.53 2.53 
Worten •••• 0.64 1~42 Wilbour ••• 2.27 2. 20 
Worth····• 0.92 1·23 Yeghoyan •• 2.06 1 ~.!1-~' I 
I I 
Summl).ry M S.D. c.R. Summary M S.D. C.R. i 
' 
I Before 1.51 o.77 0.035 Before 1·65 0 •68 0.078 I After 1-58 0.47 After 1·48 0.67 
I I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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ALL-PURPOSE TABLE 
.. 
Group Scores of Tests and Grade-Point Averages 
Experimental Iowa Grade-Poirft ·Ave. A.C.E. Coop. ·e?.T - Ohio State Psych. 
Median Scores ·· Raw Score Percentile 
Student Form Am Form Bm Before After Total Score 
Baglow ••••••• 157 164 1.47 le4'7 3'7 15 85 
Bret-on ••••••• 150 175 1-6~ 1.79 38 12 88 
Chase •••••••• 162 181 1.43 1.50 30 70 5'7 
Crowell······ 130 153 1~82 le4l 10 e 17 
Dutton ••••••• 165 181 2.33 1·81 50 42 '79 ~ Fern ••••••••• 160 1'7'7 2.86 2'.53 23 ·a 34 . Garla ni •••••• 15'7 168 1.73 le54 26 19 46 
Ha.yes •••••••• 169 184 .. 1.67 1.6'7 11 65 65 
Irwi·n •••••••• 153 1S9. -1.22 -1.6'7 9 15 4'7 
J 
Lake ••••••••• 169 169 le'79 2.00 66 34 38 
Lapaire •••••• 165 181 0.23 0~93 66 65 56 
Mudge •••••••• 155 162 le64 1,25 61 5 26 
Picciano ••••• 168 1'79 2·17 1~33 89 41 61 
Rice••••••••• 158 164 1·91 2.50 32 96 89 
Stratton ••••• 154 167 2·00 1·41 30 44 61 
Wake ling. • ••• 141 1'73 2.39 2.00 6 19 72 
Wal tx>n ••• •. • • 165 179 le0'7 1·20 48 48 54 
Wh'1 te •••••••• 163 184 2.00 2·00 24 18 5'7 
Witham••••••• 164 181 1·2'7 Oe50 '78 44 57 
Worten ••••••• 158 150 Oe64 1e42 21 
--
3 
Worth•••••••• 168 181 0.92 le23 37 44 27 
Average 158.3€ 172.00 1.51 le58 3'7.'7i ~6.35 '-'• . 52.86 
Control . 
Student 
--j 
Blomstedt·••• 164 1'76 le50 le67 64 
Boutwell·. • • • 169 1'7'7 2e00 le83 23 
Bubar•••••••• 160 164 1·15 o.91 25 
Butcher •••• •. 156 160 0.93 0.57 54 
Dickinson •••• 165 166 1.86 1.80 52 
Durbney •••••• 154 1'76 2.18 1.69 19 I Ellis •••••• • • 169 179 1.57 1-40 5f? 
Foster ••••••• 162 15'7 1-35 1.82 44 
Hale ••••••••• 169 182 2.13 2.33 68 
Hatch •••••••• 171 159 2.64 2.21 30 
Rustin ••••••• 168 153 1.40 1.06 50 
Janssen. •••••• 170 183 2·53 .. 1.90 97 
Johnson. •••••• 166 16'7 le33 -0.08 61 
Lambert •••••• 164 166 1.25 1.44 62 
Mentus ••••••• 159 1'71 1.36 0.54 30 
Murdoch •••••• 155 175 1.06 0.4~ 32 
Stovall·. •. • • 164 163 
.. 2.00 .. 1.'71 36 
Tranter •••••• 171 181 -0.45 +1.36 80 
Udall•••••••• 168 208 2·53 2·53 96 
I Wilbour •• • ••• 169 175 2.2'7 2.20. '73 Yeghoyan ••••• 161 1'73 2.06 1.79 26 
I Average 164.50 1'71.'79 1.65 1.48 51.29 I ,[ 
